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Some of the Things We Do.

..

In late June the Executive Committeeand a few others met in
Port Aransas for the annual President's Retreat. The purpose
of this meeting was to set priorities and goals for the coming
year and to map out a strategy for resolvingsome of the matters
brought to the membership's attention in hen-President David
Bostford's May 31 letter to the membership. We spent a good
bit of time going over the activities of the committee areas,
both past and future.
Doug Tinker was in charge of food and
entertainment at the gathering and wm in
and out of ther~iomdurin~our
discnssions.
After ihemeetingconcluded, heremarked
that he had become very interested in our
discussions of thecommitteeactivities. He
said that he had no idea that TCDLA was
involved in so many pmjeets that impact
the practice of criminal law. He further
remarked that he doubted if most of our
members are aware of all that our
organization does. Taking Doug's
observatious to heart, I have decided to
devute several of my eolmns in the %ice
this year to informing you of the activities
which ICDLA undertakes that impact the
defense of citizens accused of crimes

Because of the accelerated executions
rate inTexas, the avalanche of Art. 11.071
writs in the works now (due to the new
time limitations) and the absence. of a
coordinatedefforttoptovidelegal services
to those on deathrow, CynthiaOrrhasbeen
busy. I have asked her to write an article
for the Voice detailingthe activities in her
area. One thing she has planned h t I will
mention is what I believe is one of the
betterseminars Ihave seen focusing on the
forensic sciences and their application in
therepresentation of death row inmates on
post convictions writs. Scheduled in San
Antonio for October 16-17, the program
will include such naed speakers as Barry
Scheck and Cyril Wecht. The seminaris a
program oftheCriniinalDefen~eLawyers
Project, our siste,rentity whoseputposei6
the education of lawyers who represent
indigent defendants.

having zealoudy represented their clints
within thebounds of the law. This sewice,
always free of eharge, has been provided
to attorneys in a wide range of situations,
including moving to quash grand jury and
trial subpoenas where a lawyer has been
called upon to give evidence against a
client, and in extreme instances, where a
lawyer has been indicted out of
vindictiveness for a proper job well done.
Bob Hinton's office in Dallas is the
clearing housefor calls fbr assistance.The
The Women and Minorities Issues Area response will he swift. Last year in Austin,
is organizing a seminar for CDLP to be when a lawyer was threatened with
presented November 13-14 in Dallas. The contempt during a trial, eight or so lawyen
program will f w u ~ o nissues of special were there within about thirty minutes to
concern in the represeutation of women defend him. The matter was quickly and
and minorities such as battered spouse favorably resolved. In my opinion, this is
syndrome defenses and jury selection. one of the more important functions we
There will also be topics concerning ,perform. YOU truly do not stand aloue.
special problems confrontiug women and
The Office Oversight area has been
minority attorneys intheir practices. This active in the past two months. We have
is our first seminar to focus on these hired two new staff members. Janie Chiat,
impmmnt topics.
formerly thecourt Coordinatorfor County

As I mentioned in the last issue of the
Voice, this year's committees are divided
into ten broad areas with a chair foreach.
Those areas and chairs are: Death Penalty
h u e s - Cynthia Qrr; Women and
Minorities Iwes - Lydia Clay Jackson;
Membership - Randy Wilson; Lawyer
Assistance - Bob Hinton; PracticeAreas MarkDaaie1; Legislation - KeithHampton;
Continuing Legal Education - Kent
Schaffer; Amicus - David Gunningharu;
Finance and Offioe Oversight - Betty
Blackwell; and Long Range Planningand
Special Projects - Mike Heiskell. In
addition to t b e committees, two more
important rqwnsibi3kies are the %ice for
the Defense and Signijlcant Decisions
Another area that is always active is tke
Report, headed by Bill Allison and John
LawyerAssistanceCommitteeee
Its purpose
Ysager respectively. John has just been is to aid lawyers who become the w e t of
appointed to t b job and will begin editkg some sort of legal proceeding by virtue of
the SDR sometime this fall.
-T
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Court at Law Number Five in Travis
County, is our new Administrative
Assistant and Course Coordinator for
TCDLA and CDLP. Wendy Smith,

formerly in the accounting department oj
the Austin law f i i of Drenner and S t u q
L.L.P., is the new TCDLAlCDLF
Accountant and TCDLA members hi^
Coordinatot
We have reviewed the operation of tht
home office from top to bottom and
iatituted changes occasioned by some ol
the matters discussed in David Botsford's
letter to the membership as well as by
suggestionsmadeby our new staff, outside
consultants and others with goodsense. In
my column in the October V~iee,
I expect
to he able to address the matters raised in
David's letter and inform the members hi^
of what we have done to resolve them.

Worse still: presently you cannot renew
your driver's license without further permission from the government. Renewal
or issuance of the licenseinTexasr e q h
presentation of a social security card or
other official record of your social security number fcomaW-Zform,a 1099 form,
or other tax record.
Our supposed precious freedoms are
now illusory with regard not only to free
dom from unreasonable searches and seizures, but also freedom to travel without
hindrance.
AU indieations are that these infringe
men@are irreversible.
'Yours very tmly,

Finally, we have received good response ~ i c h a r dC. Jenkins
to our searchfor a new ExecutiveDirector Dallas
With the advice of the Selection
Committee, I hope to present my choice
to theBoard at theSeptemher27thmeeting Dear Mr. Botsford:
in Ft. Worth.
I'm writing in response to your final
message
as President of TCDLk I'm a
Go forth and defend!*
third-year law student at Texas Tech and
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR have been a student member of TCDLA
for cver a year, I'm a bit older than the
Dear Mr. Allisofion:
average law student (29) and have both
One of our supposed Constitutional studied and worked in the criminal justim
Rights has traditionally been the right to system for almost ten yeas. As a staunch
interstate travel without governmentinter- opponent of capital punishmentforamultitude of reasons, Iread the saga of Robert
ference or permission.
It appears now this is no longerpossible Madden with amixtureof sadness, anger,
and hope. Sadness that the e m of othif you travel by air.
On arecent business trip from DaUas to ers led to the death of an innocent man.
Syracuse, New York, to Dallas, I was re- Anger that the system of legalized murder
quired to show photographic identification established in this great state has led to
before I could get a boarding pass to get society's dehumanization of these conon the aitplane, both atDallas and at Syra- demned persons. And hope that your eIoquent message would reach beyond the
cuse.
I tenderedaY.M.C.A. photographic I.D. criminal defense practitioner and into a
card and was tald"No, weneed something society that encourages its elected representatives to continue to speed up the proissued by the government."
The only handy thing in that category is cess of legalized murder.
Enough preaching to thechoir. Thepuradriver's license, whichIshowed, and then
was allowed to board the aircraft. If1had pose of this letter is to thank you and the
not shown thedriver'slicense, I would not other members of TCDLAfor sharing exhave been able to board the aircraft, with- periences and advice that will be of treout apssport. However how many times mendous value to myself and other law
have all ofus heard that "Drivingis aprivi- students and young lawyen. I would, however, like to see TCDLA become more inlege, not a right?"
The facts of the matter are these. Inter- volved withitslaw student members in the
statettavel is not possible without permis- future.
Ienjoyedreedingyourmessages the past
sion from the government in the form of a
year
and best wishesfor continued~uecess.
driver's license, which is a privilege, not a
right.
Cordially,
In essence therefore, onemust havepermission from the government in order to Iim Renforfh
go from state to state by airplane.
Lubbock
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A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T I
12 July 1997
Chuck Lanehart, Esq.
Chappell & Lanehart, P.C.
1217Ave. K.
Lubbock, Texas 79701-3474
Re: Your letter of May 7 with check for $50
Dear Chuck:
I regret that it has taken so long to acknowledge your geuerous gift in memory of Mr. Rod S. Hohson. The check was d e
posited to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Educational Institute account, which includes memorial and other donations
made by TCDLA members and Institute Fellows on behalf of
other persons and causes. As you may know TCDLEI is a Sec.
5010 (3) IRC organization, thus any donation to it is deductible
as a charitable contribution.
Again, thanks for your generosity and for your support.

same amount, for a total gift of $5,000. Both of these f i e lawyers were charter members of TCDLA, and Phil Burleson was
the third president.
Your check wasdeposited to theTexas CriminalDefenseLawyers Educational Institute account, which includesmemorial and
other donations made by TCDLA members and Institute Fell o w on behalf of other persons and causes. As yon know
TCDLEIis aSec. 501(c)(3) IRC organization, thus any donation
to it is deductible as a charitable contribution.
On adifferent subject, I was pleased to hear that you are planning to run for a seat on the 11th Court of Appeals. You will be
missed atTCDLA, but you will make a fair and intelligent judge
- traits much in demand for any judge.
Again, thanks for your generosity and for your support.
Sincerely,
John Boston

Sincerely,
John Boston

Bill Wischkaemper, PC.
806 Main St.
Lubbock, Texas 79401-3474

Re: Your letter of May 13 to MelissaFisher with check for $35
Dear Bill:
I regret that it has taken so long to acknowledge your generous gift in memory of Mr. Rod Hobson. The check was deposited to the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Educational Institute account, which includes memofial and other donations made
by TCDLA members and Institute Fellows on behalf of other
persons and causes. As you know TCDLEI is a Sec. 501(c) (3)
IRC organization, thus any donation to it is a deductible as a
charitable contribution.
Again, thanks for your generosity. Please, call when you get
next to Austin.
Sincerely,
John Boston

F R O M

T C R L A ' S

E - M A I L

Subject: Help!
Date: Thu, 5 Jun 1997 19:33:01 -0400 @DT)
From: Kikava@aol.com
info@tcdla.com
To:
Haven't used the web site before, and I got on hoping to post
an open invitation to other TCDLA folks....As you probably
know, the CCA granted a state's pdr recently on the issue of the
parties charge in the application paragraph of the jury charge. In
my case, the evidence at trial (I wasn't the trial atty) showed my
client to be guilty, if at all, only as a party.
The application paragraph of the jury charge made no reference to party liability, although party ailbelsewhere in the charge,
The case was reversed and rendered by the 8th Ct. of App.
The state's argument in its brief in support of the pdr parrots the
dissent in the Plata case (926 SW2ud 300), and doesn't really
add a great deal.
At any rate, my point is that I would love to hear ideas from
other folks.
If anyone reads this and knows of someone who might find
this interesting and have any suggestions, please forward this
message. My email address is Kikava@aol.com.
Thanks a bunch, and love the website!

14July 1997
Randy Wilson, Esq.
PO Box 2875
Abilene, Texas 79604
Re: Your check for $5,000 presented at the Annual Meeting
Dear Randy:
Iregret thatit has taken soloug to formally acknowledge your
very generous gift inmemory of your father, DonR. Wilson, Jr.,
in the amount of $2,500 and in memory of Phil Rurleson in the

Subject: Rusty Duncan
Seminar Date: Sun, 8 Sun 1997 144223 -0400 (EDT)
From: Pflugerlaw@aol.com
To:
iufo@tcdla.com
Once again I got my money's worth. Already visited TCDLA
web page and put it to use Richard Segura

...

One more perk that works! Members take

President's Trip
When: February '12-15.1998
Where: Diamond Resort, Playaoar, Mexico
Nonstop round-trip air Hotel accommodations
Aifiand package includes:
All meals and beverages *Round trip transfers Services of a Funjet
representative *International fees and taxes, local airport
taxes and fuel surcharges, and valueadded taxes Championship 18ourse on site (greens fees extra) Babysitting available for

*

*

Cost: From Houston

-

From DFW
From San Antonio
Children 2-12
Children under 2

'715'11
735'00
$765.00
$433.00
free

*
*

*

Based on
double
occupancy

Deposit of $100.00 due by October 1, 1997
ABSOLUTELY NO EXCEPTIONS
Final Payment due December 1,1997
C o t : Velma Medina
Premier Travel
Kingsgate Center North
4210 82nd Street, Suite 222
Lubbock, TX 79423
80617977799 Fax: 8061796-3500
V O L . 2 6 N O . 6 JULYIAUGUST 97
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Presenting the TCDLA
Lawyer of the Year:
Stanley G. Schneider

Justice Murry B. Cohen (left) and Stanley G. Schneider

The text of remarks by
Justice Murry B. Cohen,
Court of Appeals,
First District of Texas,
in presenting
the Lawyer of the Year award
at the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association Annual Meeting
in San Antonio,
June 7,1997

It is with great pride that I come here today to present the Lawyer of the Year
Award to Stanley Schneider.I claim some credit for this because I nominated Stanley.
Moreover, the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, to which I belonged
as a practicing attorney, honors itself with this selection. After all, Stanley is the
man who brought both the beard and the purse to criminal defense practice in Harris
County. Of course, he called it a satchel, but it always looked more like a purse to
me. Numerous studies have shown that people are less likely to believe any statement
made by a man wearing a beard. Stanley's remarkable accomplishments have been
achieved despite this liability. Even his greatest fans, like me, can only imagine
what he might have achieved by shaving.
Stanley has had a huge impact not only upon the practice of and asked me if I would like to help. I said yes, and that was the
criminal law in Texas, but also upon me personally. I first met beginning of a beautiful friendship. I tookseven transcripts from
Stanley in 1979, when I walked into his office and discovered a the top of the stack, and with Stanley's collaboration,wemanaged
large stackof documents Idid notrecognize.The stackwas about to reverse five of those seven cases, an astonishing percentage,
5% feet tall and was teetering dangerously, about to fall, Stanley considering that today in the State of Texas, five percent or less
told me that these documents were appellate records, transcripts of criminal appeals result in reversals. My percentage certainly
for advocates to use in pursuing a criminal appeal. I told him that fell after that, but Stanley has always continued to succeed.
sounded interesting and asked if he could possibly perform by
When I became a judgein 1983, Ireferred my pending criminal
himself the amount of work represented by that stack. He said no cases to Stanley. He represented those clients in excellent style

for many years, and with great success. In fact, only a few weeks
ago, some 14'12 years after I referred these cases, Stanley won a
victory for one of those clients, James Means, by obtaining a
new trial when a habeas corpus writ was granted in federal court,
Greatness is measured not only by quality, but also by duration.
This record of lengthy devotion shows that Stanley Schneider is
no flashin the pan. On thecontrary, he is in this for the long haul,
not a sprinter but rather a long distance runner.
Stanley's practice before the First Court of Appeals during my
tenure has provided several memorable moments. Once he was
vigorously arguing a case before my panel relying on the case of
Caca v. State. At one point in the argument, a judge asked him
what was the strongest authority for his position. With utter confidence, he responded, "Your Honor, I rely completely on Caca."
TheStatecertainly agreed with Stanley thatday that his authority
was Caca.
In theearly 1980's, mostjudges hadjoined theFirst Court when
it was the Court of Civil Appeals and most had never practiced
criminal law. When the legislature gave criminal jurisdiction to
the former Courts of Civil Appeals, several were a little out of
their element. Inaddition, one of thosejudges hadsome difficulty
remembering names. Although1 consideredmyself to thatjudge's
valued colleague and friend, I was always nervous when he had
to remember my name in public. I was pleasantly surprised when
he remembered it. Suddenly, as a result of our new criminal
jurisdiction, a whole new corps of criminal lawyers was before
this judge. Simultaneously, he had to struggle with the complex
doctrine of ineffective assistance of counsel. He had to be able to
identify the good criminal lawyers. But this judge was up to the
task. In order to quickly categorize good lawyers rendering
effective assistance, he would refer to them as "the Schneiders."
In retrospect, it's hard for me to think of a higher compliment.
Stanley's personal qualities as a gentleman have served him
well in the practice of criminal defense lawyering. He has mastered
the ability to disagree without being disagreeable. That is one
reason that the prosecutors he has to deal with everyday respect
him. This helps him obtain some results that he might otherwise
not be able to obtain. But Stanley is no saint; indeed, he has adark
side. Although he can disagreewithout being disagreeable, there
is a flip side to that. He can agree, yet still be disagreeable. For
example, when the Court of Criminal Appeals reverses me, I know
to expect a call from Stanley to let me know the news. How
thoughtful of him. I'm just glad that hedoesn't practice civil law
too because then I would be able to look forward to such calls
when I get reversed by theTexas Supreme Court. After receiving
such a call from Stanley one day, I thanked him profusely for the
news and then asked, "Would you be so kind as to call me when
I get affirmed by the Court of Criminal Appeals?" A gentlemen
as always, heresponded, after along pause, "First, get affirmed."
Stanley's practice has been marked by frequent representation
of police officers, public officials, and even judges. This is
significant because these people, more than others, know the
outstanding attorneys and are able to retain them. They have
benefited from Stanley's counsel and representation, and so-have
I. Stanley represented me in obtaining a writ of mandamus that
expelled my would-be 1988 election opponent from the ballot,
enabling me to win re-election without opposition. That stroke
of genius was certainly noted by all my judicial colleagues. As a
result of Stanley's work, they now call me "Mandamus MUITY."
Stanley sent me a bill for his representation in that case. It was

for $25,000. That consisted of $5 for legal services rendered and
a "lack of publicity surcharge" of $24,995, as punishment for not
getting his name in the paper.
Stanley's contributions to theTexas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Associationare well known. Heis aregularspeaker at its seminars
and at those of the State Bar of Texas. He regularly consults with
fellow attorneys needing his advice, counsel, and mentoring. But
Stanley's contributions to others do not stop there. He is devoted
to the community. He bas coached his son's teams in basketball
and baseball and will soon coach his daughter's team in volleyball.
In addition, he is active in a widerange of activities in the Jewish
community. He finds time to give to others.
Given this remarkable record of service and achievement, it is
tempting to end this speech by saying that Stanley's devotion to
human rights, as represented in the United States Constitution, is
the most important thing in his life. While a good case could be
made for that proposition, I don't think it would be true. I believe
the most important thing in his life is his devotion to family. In
fact, his family is with us today, and I would like to ask his wife
Susan, his daughter Alexandra, and his son Michael to stand and
be recognized.
I wouldlike to address the remainder of my remarks to Stanley's
children, Alexandra and Michael, in order to make sure that they
understand why we are honoring him here today.
Your fatheris being honored because heis an idealist. Anidealist
is someone who believes in and lives by his ideals. n v o ideals
arevery important to your father. Thefust is that no person should
be convicted of a crime unless he or she is guilty. Another of his
ideals is that no person should be convicted of a crime cven if he
or she is guilty, until after a fair trial has been conducted. You
might think that there is nothing special about his devotion to
theseideals hecauseeveryone should agree with theseideals. Not
everyone does, however. Some people do not understand these
ideals or their importance. Other people understand these ideals,
but do not always follow them in practice because it is too hard
to do so, and they would prefer the easier way out. There are
even some who understand the importance of these ideals but
willfully ignore them because it is somehow to their personal
benefit to do so. Your father stands as an obstacle to such people.
The reason he leaves your home early in the morning, comes
home late at night, and often has to take phone calls and work OII
weekends and holidays and at home is that hc is resisting the
efforts ofsome people who do notlive by theseideals, or is simply
making sure that those who claim to live by them are really doing
so-that they are, in fact, trying to convict only the guilty and
only aftera fair trial. If you think everyoneagrees with yourfather
about these ideals, then you should askhim about cases involving
Dr. FredZain and therecent case of Ricardo Aldape-Guena, and
he will tell you why he has to work so hard to see that these
ideals are carried out.
Stanley Schneider's efforts reflect great credit upon himself,
his family, the legal profession, and the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association. He has stood up for the human rights
embodied in our Constitution and laws repeatedly, effectively, in
the face of great opposition, and despite marly risks. By his
example, he has inspired others to do so.
I congratulate Stanley, his family, and the Texas Criminal
Defense Lawyers Association, and thank all of you for granting
me the extreme honor of presenting the Lawyer of the Year Award
to Stanley Schneide1.k
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Continuing Legal Education

Tentative
Seminar
Schedule
1997-1998
TCDLN
CDLP

September 25-26,1997

March 29-April 3,1998

Federal Criminal Saw Short Course
Fort Worth

CTAI
Huntsville

October (TBA) 1997
CDLP Forensics &Art. 11.071 Course

November 13-14,1997

June 4-6,1998
Rusty Duncan
San Antonio

Woman &The Law Skills Course
Dallas

June 6,1998

December 11-151997

Annual Meeting
San Antonio

Austin CDLA and TCDLA Skills Course
Austin

December 13,1997
TCDLA Board of Directors Meeting
Austin

TCDLA Announces
New Member Benefit Program
TCDLA is pleased to announce a new member benef~tpartnership wlth Martin Howe Associates, Inc. TCDLA has
chosen Martin Howe to provide members with a program for low cost credit card processing and qualrty service - the
TCDLA Bankcard Program Through this value-added benef~t.TCDLA members are elrgible for wholesale Mastercard
and Visa processing rates and discount fees, making credit card acceptance an affordable option.
Accepting credit cards can have a big impact on your practice. Funds are depos~tedin the bank of your cho~ce,
greatly improving your cash flow, and brlling administration and collection hassles virtually disappear. Cred~tcard
acceptance can make your practice more efficient and cut your overhead by reducing paperwork and unbillable
activities without sacrifrcing client service. Even your cl~entbase can increase as your services became affordable to a
whole new range of chents who otherw~secould not afford the services without the cred~tcard payment option.
In addition to the specially negotiated pricing, the TCDLA Bankcard Program offers 24-hour customer service, with
trained representatives available every day of the year. Equipment support is comprehensive, from eniployee training
to tree next business day replacement of defective equipment. Money is deposited in your
MARTlN
local bank within two business days and supplies are free. TCDLA members can try the
program risk free with the 30 day money back guarantee and the free individualized savings
analysis. Martin Howe will calculate the effective rate you are currently paying and compare it
to the TCDLA program so you can see the savings hefore you go on-line.

mh
ASSOCIATJS INC

0

VOICE

.

For more information on the new TCDLA Bankcard Program and your free savings analysis,
contact Dan Furnish at 8001456-0588 ext. 136 or fax your inquiry to 9724733-3350.
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PUBLICATIONS FOR SALE
Check desired putchase:
TCDLA State Forms Diskette
IBM - Wordperfect 5.1,3.5"
Mac - WordPerfect 2.0,3.5"

TCDLA member $ 27.06
non-member
$ 54.12

u

1996 Capital Murder Manual
by Steven Losch

$54.13

CDLP Capital Murder Course Materials
JulyIAug. 1996

$43.30

CDLP Capital Habeas Materials (while they last)
Feb. 1997

$43.30

.................................................................

C1

m CDLP Criminal Practice Materials

$81.18

1994 Edition, 2 volume set

m TCDLA DWI Super Star Course Book, Feb. 1996

$81.18

CDLP DWI Skills Course, Dee. 1995
Special!! 2 Volume Set

.................................................................

0

TCDLA Rusty Duncan Advanced Criminal Law Short Course
June 1997

$189.44

0

TCDLA Cross-Examination Manual
March 1996

$108.25

TCDLA Defending Child Abuse Cases Seminar Materials
March 1997

$162.37

m

CDLP Skills Course Books
0 Midlaud, May 1996
South Pahe Island, Oct. 1996
0 Lubbock, Dec. 1996

m

$81.l%/each

0

0 Waco, July 1997

El Paso, Jan. 1997
College Station, Ap~il1997
Longview, May I997

.................................................................
......................................................
Please add an additional $7.50 ($9.00 for Rusty Duncan Course Book) per order to defray
the cost of shipping and handling.
Sales Tax (8.25%) is included in the sales price.
All books will be mailed First Class unless otherwise specified.
Please check desired purchase and send this order form along with check or charge below to:

TCDLA
600 W. 13th Street
Austin. Texas 78701
0 Visa

Name:

0Amex

Address:

Card Number:
Expiration Date:

City, State, Zip:

Name on Card:

Phone #:

I

Authorized Signature:

0Mastercard

Reliability of Jury
Instructions
The Supreme
Court of the
United States in
In re Winship ,'
held that the
standard of proof
beyond a reasonBy Juan Martinez Gonzales
able doubt is part
of the fundamental fairness required in
criminal cases by the due process clause
of the United States Constitution.
"Thus, in a criminal prosecution, when it is once determined
what propositions of fact the prosecution has the burden of
establishing, the jury may be instructed tbat they must acquit.
unless they are convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that each
of such proposition is t ~ e . " ~
Now, more than ever, the prosecution is offering various
scientific testimony in criminal trials concerning obscure topics
like DNA Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphism profiling
tests, DNA polymerase cbain reaction DNA testing, statements
made under hypnosis, bite marks evidence, voiceprint evidence,
hair analysis, ultraviolet and infrared spectrography evidence,
blood grouping evidence and ballistic evidence. Because of the
increased use of scientific evidence, it is ueces5iu-j to request the
court toinstruct the jury tbat ifthey find thescientific evidence is
unreliable or if the evidence raises in their mind a reasonable
doubt about the reliability of the scientific techniques used tben
they are not to consider the scientific evidence for any purpose.
The United States Supreme Court in Daubert v. Merrell Dorv
Pharmaceutical, I ~ Z
discussed
C . ~ the requirements of Fed.R.Evid.
702 dealing with expert witnesses in relation to scientific or
technical evidence. Da~rberfrequiressuch evidenceto berelevant
and reliable.' The holding of Daubert as to the standards for
determining reliability have been accepted by theTexas Court of
Criminal Appeals?
Attacks on the reliability of scientificevidence should be urged
by defense counsel and appropriate instructions requested. The

defense requests for reliability jury instructions gives the
factfinder (the jury) ultimate power to consider the reliability of
the expert evidence put before them by the state or government.
Iftheunited States Supremecourt says tbat scientificevidence
must be both relevant and reliable, tben theissue of reliability of
the scientific evidence admitted at a criminal trial must also be
found to be relevant and reliable by the jury.
Requested reliability jury inslructions in a criminal case are no
more than cautionary instructions. The Supreme Court of the
Unitedstates has held it is error to deny adefendant a cautionary
jury in~truction.~
In federal courts, it is permissible to give instructions on the
accuracy and reliability of expert e~idence.~
InRockv. Arkansas?
thesunreme Court of theunited States held that <inrv
. instructions
as to the reliability of scientificevidence admitted are appropriate.
Indeed under a defendant's right to faic trial as provided him
by the Texas9 and Eederal10 constitutions, the argument can be
made tbat giving juries in criminal cases reliability jury
instructions is a fair method and mechanism for assuring fair
considerations by the jury of the scientific evidence admitted.
"In some cases, the insufficient reliability of the (new technique
or test) device keeps out the evidence."" It is logical that, if novel
scientific evidence is admitted by the court, the jury should be
instructed tbat reliability of the new technique, device, or test
must be proven beyond a reasonable doubt before they can
consider it.
"For evidence to contribute to the truth-determining function
of a trial it must be reliable."'2 "Thus, jury instructions concerning
the weight to be given evidence are likely to be viewed with the
greatest care by appellate courts to see tbat the burden of
persuasion required by the due process clause is satisfied only by
the evidence.... The government must bear the burden of
persuasion; the burden may not be shifted to the defendant... it
rests with the prosecution and it demands (reliable) evidence to
satisfy it."I3
Thescieutific evidence offered by thestateattempts to link the
defendant to the alleged crime by a cbain of inference with at
least two links: that the test is areliable instrument and that the
results point to tbedefeudant. Ifeither link is reasonably in doubt,
so is the concIusion. The point of the matter is that the opponent
of such (scientific) evidence, so likely to be misused against him,
is entitled to such protection against its misuse as can be
reasonably given him ..."L4
Scientific evidencemay "assume aposture of mystic infallibility
in tbeeyes of a jury of laymen."15 Also, "an exaggerated popular
opinion of the accuracy of aparticular technique (may make) its

use prejudicial or likely to mislead the jury."16 There is also a theory behind the test was that theresults established the presence
danger that the evidence may be given more weight than is of nitrates... deposited on the hand by the gases of a discharge
wmanted.17 Along with its other advantages, a reliability w art ridge.'"^ It was not until 1967, over thirty years after the test
instruction will discourage thejury from giving more weight and was accepted as reliable evidence in court, that the first
credence to evidence that i s hard to understand than they would comprehensive study was published conclusively showing "that
many people who never fired a gun but whose profession,
to evidence that is easy to undemtand.
e themin conta
orhappenstancebrought
.occupation,
Forensic laboratories have presented erroneous conclusions,
expect@
to
yield
positiv
reactions to the
can
be
false findings, false testimony, and resultsof laboratory tests that
The
history
of
the
~
a
l
k
o
n
Shield
is also in
were never ~erformed."In 1978, the,results of a "Laboratory
adepuate
testing,
cpntrglled
studies
and
cautious marketing, the
~ r o f i c i e n c ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ r o ~ B r n * by
~ sthe~aw~nforcemeit
~~nsored
Assistance Administration were jreported. Over 200 crime - mauufactyv ~ouldhave'biscoveredthe increased risks which
laborato+fwparticipated in this prigram, whicli involved such hav@b&sh&$ii be inherent in the~alkonshield's new design.
dommonf6rensicexaminationsas fiearms, blood, dmg, and trace I~tead,=becausiofits desire to get the new product on themarket
as possible, the defendant (A. H. Robbins Co., Inc.)
evidence analysis. The report concluded: "A wide sange of as
proficiency levels among the nation's laboratories exists, &h sR&$entirely
on the researcher, who has not only the pride of
several evidence types posing serious difficulties for
;~:k?&&ion,
bntalsoapersonaliucentive
to bias hisjudgment....""
~.
..
.
.
laboratories
."I9
.
.~~,
.
One of the saddest chapters of
~ ~ recentmedicalhistory is thestory
Unacceptableproficiency
was most often attributed to:
of the thalidomide
(1) misinterpretation of test
Thalidomide was a newly
discovered sleeping medicine,
resultsduetocarelessness of ~ O P ~ S
I
inexperience; (2) failure to
I I.
apply adequate or appro- C
4
,
-..
priate methodology; (3)
had not been validated by
mislabeling or contamiuation of primary standards;
.mdependent studies, prior to
placing i t in the market in
and (4) inadequate data *
s
o n d dp t r a
Enropean countries. when
Thalidomide was administered to
One of thereport's authors
later commented: "In spite of being a fm advocate of forensic women in early pregnancy, the drug "resulted in an interference
science, I must acknowledge that a disturbingly high percentage with development of the fetal extremities and in other
of laboratories are not performing tests competently, as shown def~nnities."~~
As aresult of dispensing an inadequately testeddmg, fhousands
by our proficiency testing.'"'
"Proficiency test results indicate that errors occur even in the of thalidomide syndrome babies were born in the European
typing of clean, laboratory-prepared, chemically and bacterially countries with stunted arms and legs.
Clearly, scientific evidence is subject to vigorous challenge.
uncontaminated test strains. Itis reasonableto assumethat ahigher
For all the foregoing reasons, defense counsel shonId file the
percentage of error will occur in actual ~asework."~~
Since many of the results of tests rest on the subjective requested jury instructions that accompany this article.
interpretation of the analyst and the judge has already admitted
the material into evidence, itmay be helpful to find another expert. 1. 397 U.S. 358,90 S.Ct. 1068,25 L.Ed.2d 368 (1970).
When this is not possible, another way to attack the scientific
andBuden
evidence that has been admitted is to request an instruction that 2. Morgan, ZnsdruetingflzeJury ~cpo~~Presumptions
of
Proox
47
HARV.L.REV.
59,63
(1933).
thejury must first deternineifreliabilityof the scientificevidence
hasbeen proven by the State beyond areasouable doubt.
the Supreme Court of Kansas upheld 3. 509 U.S. -, 113 S.Ct. 2786,125 LEd. 2d 469 (1993).
In State v. Wasl~ington,~
a reliability instruction that was given by a trial judge that the 4. Rogers, Reliability of Evidence in Federal Sentencing
jury shouldderenninethe reliability of theMulti-Systemanalysis
Proceedings, 2.4 VOICE FOR THE DEFENSE No. 10, p.
before considering the blood analysis testimony.
12,14(December 1995).
In United States v. W i l l i a m ~United
,~
States v. Ballerrs United
States v. Love:'People K Rogers," and People v. Bain:' appellate 5. Jordan v. State, 928 S.WRd 550,554 0:ex.Crim.App. 1996).
courts haveapprovedthe trial court's useofreliability instructions
6. Carter K Kentucky, 450 US. 288,101 S.Ct. 11 12,67L.Ed.2d
in voiceprint cases.
241 (1981).
Scientificevidence, likeother forms of proof, hasits weaknesses
and limitations, and we as defense lawyers should expose these 7. WRIGHT, FeDERAL PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE,
to the jurors, who are the triers of fact.
CRIMINAL 2d 9 488 (1982).
The dangers of allowing implementation of an inadequately
tested device are well-known. For instance, the paraffin test was
used by law enfu~cementagencies and introduced as evidence in
court to estabIish that a suspect had recently fired a gun. "The 9. TEX.CONST., Art. 1, Sec. 10.
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Scientif i c e v i d e n c i , like other
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lawyers should @%posethese to the
jurors, who are the triers of fact.
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10. US. CONST., Amendments VI and XIV.
11. Comment, Developments in the Law-Evidence, 46
HARV.L,.REV. 1138, 1167.

24. UnitedStatesv. Williams, 583 E2d 1194.1200, note 13 (2nd
Cir. 1978).
25. United States v. Baller, 519 E.2d 463,467 (4th Cir. 1975).

12. Gianelli, The Admissibility of Novel Scientifk Evidence: 26. United States v. Love, 767 E2d 1052, 1065, note 16 (4th
Frye v. United States, a Half-Century Later, 80
Ci.1985).
C0LUM.L.RE.V. 1197, 1200 (1980).
27. People v. Rogers, 385 N.Y.S.2d 228,237 (1976).
13. Saltzburg, Burdens of Persuasion i n Criminal Cases:
Harnzonizing the Views of the Justices. 20 AMERCRIM. 28. People v. Bain, 453 N.Y.S.2d 343 (1982). See, Pearson,
Annotation; Admissibility and Weight of Voiceprint
393,421 (1983).
Evidence, 97ALR3d294,305,316-17 (1980), Supp. 22-23
14. WIGMORE, EVIDENCE 3rd Ed. 303 (1940).
(1989).
15. UnitedStatesv. Addison, 498 F.2d 741,744 (D.C. Cir. 1974);
See also People v. Kirzg, 266 Cal.App. 2d 437, 461, 72
CaLRptr. 478,493 (1968).
16. United States v. Baller, 519 E2d 463,466 (4th Cir. 1975).
17. State v. Spencer, 216 N.W.2d 131, 134 (Minn. 1974).
18. UnitedStatesv.Ash, 413 US. 300,320 (1973) ("theresults
of laboratory tests may be contrived"); State Ruybal, 408
A.2d 1284,1285 (Me. 1979) ("reported results of lab tests
that he did not in fact conduct"); State v. De Fronzo, 394
N.E.2d 1027, 1031 (Ohio 1978)(expert represented that
certain laboratory tests wereconducted, when "no such tests
were ever conducted"); In re Kirschke, 53 Cal.App.3d 405,
408, 125 Cal. Rptr. 680, 682 (1975) (a firearms expert
"negligently presented false demonstrative evidence in
support of his ballistic testimony"); State v. Cald~vell,322
N.W.2d 574, 586 (Minn. 1982) ("The fingerprint expert's
testimony was damming andit was false"); See, Schneider,
FalsifiedLah TestsAffectAl&ning Number of Convictions,
23 VOICE FORTHE DEFENSE NO. 5,18 (June, 1994).

'

19. J. Peterson, E. Fabricant & K. Field, Crime Laboratory
Proficiency Research Program, GPO 027-000-0007139)'J.E.A.A.
Oct. 1978) at 3.
20. Id. at 258.
21. Symposiruu on Science and the Rules of Legal Procedure,
101 F.R.D. 599,645 (1984).
22. Grunhaum, Physiological Stain Evidence: Gnidelirm To
Assure Quality Aualysis, 1 C A L E DEFENDER 20 (1985).
23. State v. Washington, 622 P.2d 986,994 (Kansas 1981).

Juan Martinez Gonzales, a graduate of the Universiry of Texas
Law School, received his BA with Honors from Southwest Texas
State University. He is primarily engaged in criminal trial and
appellatepractice. Gonzales has written articles on criminal law
i n the Texas Bar Journal, the Voice, and Harris Conr~tyCDL's
Docket Call. and for several oat-of-state criminal defense
organizations, and he is a frequent speaker at crinrinal law CLE
seminars. He has been in solo practice for 15 years.

29. MOENSSENS & INBAU, SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE IN
CRIMINAL CASES, 2dEd. Sec. 4.12 (1978).
30. Id.; See, Cowant & Purdon, AStudy of the "Paraffin Test",
12 J. FORENSIC SCI. 19 (1967).
31. Hawkinson v. A. H, Robbins Co. Inc., 595 ESupp. 1290,
1307 @. Col. 1984).
32. PAI, MARCUS-ROBERTS, GENETICS (Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 1981) at 53; See, FAST,
BLUEPRINTOFLIFE(St. Martin'sPress,N.Y., N.Y. 1964)
at 110.

REQUESTED JURY INSTRUCTION
During the trial of this case you have heard testimony
concerning Forensic DNAProfiling Tests. Specifically, evidence
was heard that the accuracy and reliability of Forensic DNA
Profiling Tests were in dispute.
You are instructed that you are the sole judges of whether or
not you accept the Forensic DNA Profiling Test as accurate and
reliable. However, before you may accept the accuracy and
reliability of the Forensic DNAProfiling Test results as evidence
ofthedefendant's guilt, you must first fmd that thestate has proven
beyond a reasonable doubt that the Forensic DNAProfiling Test
that was performed in this case was accurate and reliable.
Should you not find that the state has proven beyond a
reasonable doubt that theForensic DNAProfiling Test performed
on the defendant was accurate and reliable, then you shall not
consider any evidenceresulting from the Forensic DNA Profiling
Test.
You are further instructed that the mere fact that the state uses
Forensic DNAProfiling Tests and that you were allowed to hear
testimony about themdoes not equate to either the court's voucher
as to theiraccuracy, reliability, or applicability or that theirresults
ought to be accepted as proof beyond a reasonable doubt with
regard to the defendant.
AUTHORITY:
State V. Washington, 622 P.2d 986, 994 (Kansas 1981); United
States v. Williams, 583 E2d 1194, 1200, note 13 (2nd Cir. 1978);
United States v. Baller, 519 F.2d 463,467 (4th Cir. 1975); People
v. Rogers, 385 N.Y.S. 2d 228,237 (1976).

REQUESTED JtlRY INSTRUCTION
The value and effectof expert tqtimony is amamsolely to
bedetermined by you the jury. No opinion Of an expert can be
automarically aceupfed as Wutbful or reliable. Bather the
wstimony of an expat must be weighed by you and p10- to
be cahect beyond a ieasonabledoubt before you can rely upon
it as the basis of acouviation.
Befont youcan aocepttheopinimsof p u t i o n s expert
witnesses as thebasis for awnvictiotl, you must find beyond a
reas~nabledoubt that such opiniw excIude the possibility of
mistake by the expert.
If the opinions of the pmecution's expert whesses fail to
safisfy your judmeiit and conscieme beyond a reasonable
doubt, you must acquit the defendant.

AUTHORITY:
Bailey kRothblatt, SuceessfrclTkehitiquesf o p Crimiinol TrW.
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Experts for the Indigent:
Procuring Appointed Expert
Testimony in Texas
"A criminal trial is fundamentally unfair
if the State proceeds against
an indigent defendant without
making certain that he has access
to the raw materials integral to
the building of an efective defense:.
Ake v. Oklahoma,470 US. 68, 77 (1985)

By Greg Westfall
During my relatively short time as a criminal defense lawyer, I have come to realize
three simple facts about experts: (1) jurors are fascinated by them; (2) the state uses a lot of
them; and (3) we as criminal defense lawyers do not use them as much as we should. One of
the roadblocks for us, of course, is cost. The good news is that in Texas, by and large, at least
as relates to expert assistance, the quote above is true: the indigent does have access to the raw
materials integral to the building of an effective defense. We just have to ask the right way. It
is my hope that this article will help you do just that.
Avenues to Expert Testimony for the Indigent:
The focus of the Article is on the law as it pertains to practice
inTexas statecourts.Thereareessentially fourdifferent avenues
for obtaining expert assistance for theindigent defendantinTexas
statelaw. Threearc statutoly and oneis case-based and grounded
i n constitutional due process. The statute that applies to a
particular case will depend upon the procedural status of the
case (trial or habeas corpus) and whether it is a death penalty
caseornot. Thestatutes a r e n x . CODECRJM.PRO.ANN.
art. 11.071
§ 3(d) (applying to writs ofhabeas corpus indeath penalty cases);
art. 26.05(a)(applying to all cases except those involving the
death penalty); and art. 26.052(f), (g) & (h)(applying to death
penalty trials). The case-based mode is that body of caselaw
that began with Ake v. Oklalton~a.'
In analyzing the three statutory devices, understand that each
should be considered in addition to Ake. This should be
particularly remembered withreference t o T ~ xCODECRJM.
.
PRO.
ANN. art. 26.05(a), as it is the most restrictive of all the statutory
vehicles. (At least as written, the other two statutes give

16
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substantially more protection than Ake affords.) Ake and the
requirements of Ake will be discussed first. Then each of the
statutory provisions will bediscussed beginning withart. 26.05(a).

-

(1) Ake K Oklahoma The Constitutional Basis For
ExpertAssistance
Glen BurtonAke was charged with a double homicideinvolving
the killing of a preacher and his wife and attempted murder of
their two children.'Ake3s bizarre behavior once in custody was
immediately noticed by all. His behavior at arraignment and at
other prearraignment hearings was so strange that the trial judge
m a sponte ordered an examination by apsychiatrist to dete~mine
his competency to stand trial.'That psychiatrist noted that Ake at
times appeared delusional and made statements to the effect that
he was the "sword of vengeance of the Lord and [would] sit at
the left hand of God."4 The psychiatrist diagnosed Ake as a
probable paranoid schizophrenic and recommended prolonged
psychiatric evaluation to determine competency to stand trial.

Ake was later foundincompetent to stand tr~aland was sent to a
psychiatric hospital. After sir weeks at the hospital,Ake had been
stabilized through the use of Thorazine t b times a day. Ake
continued to receiveThorazinein this manner throughouthis trial.
At the competency hearing, the psychiatist testified that Ake
was a chronic paranoid schizophrenic. Before trial Ake's lawyer
notified the court thathis client would pursueadefense of insanity
and requested the appointment of a psychiatrist to assist in the
presentation of his defense." The request was denied. During
trial, Ake's counsel calledand questioned each of the psychiatrists
who had examined Ake pretrial, but since none had examined
Ake in regard to his sanity at the time of the offense, none could
offer testimony on this point. Thus, Ake offered no testimony on
his defense. Ake was sentenced to death.
On t h w facts, thesupreme Court held that it was a violation
of due process for anindigent defendant to he deniedthe services
of a statefunded psychiatrist in a capital murder case where it
has been demonstrated that his sanity will be a significant factor
at trial.'The Court reached this result by conducting a Mntrhews
v. Eldridge7- typedue process analysis whereby privateand public
interests are weighed and the probable value of the safeguard is
considered, along with the risk of anerroneous deprivation of the
affected interest without the additional safeguard?
Considering very briefly the private interest at stake - the
defendant's interest in the accuracy of the criminal proceeding
against him-the Court determined thatthe interest is very strong
in a death penalty case. This analysis consumed exactly one
paragraph, as well it probably should have.' The next paragraph
dispensed with the state's competing interests. There were two
- the state's fiscal interest and the state's interest in winning
death penalty cases. The first interest the Court considered
insubstantial, the second not legitimateJO
At the third and final level of its due process analysis, the Court
"inquire[d] into the probable value of the psychiatric assistance
sought, and the risk of error in the proceeding if such assistance
is not offered."" The Court first went through a number of
observations regarding the importance of psychiatric testimony
in modern criminal trials as well as the fact that it is an inexact
science, given to differing opinion^.'^ Feeling that a jury should
hear psychiatric opinions from both sides and make up its mind
between the two, the Court concluded tbat "without the assistance
of a psychiatrist to conduct a professional examination on the
issues relevant to the defense, to help determine whether the
insanity defense is viable, to present testimony, and to assist in
preparing the cross-examinationof a State's psychiatric witnesses,
the risk of an inaccurate resolution of sanity issues is extremely
high."lf Therefore, "when a defendant demonstrates to the trial
judge that his sanity at the timeof theoffenseis to beasignificant
factor at trial, the State must, at a minimum, assure the defendant
access to a competent psychiatrist who will conductan appropriate
examination and assist inevaluation,p~paration,and presentation
of the defense."" "With such assistance," the Court continued,
"the defendant is fairly able topresent at least enough information
to the jury, in a meaningful manner, as to permit it to make a
sensibledetermination."" Without it, adefense of insanitywould
likely be, as it was in this case, impossible to present.
The policy concerns undergirding the Ake decision were the
same ones supporting previous decisions mandating effective
representation by counsel'6 and access to a freestatement of facts
on an appeal of right:" "fundamental fairness entitles indigent

defendants to 'an adequate opportunity to prestnt their claims
fairly within the adversary system.""# But the Court also set some
limits: (1) the state neednot "purchase for the indigent defendant
all the assistance that his wealthier counterpart might buy"I9 and
(2) the indigent defendant does not have a constitutionalright to
choose apsychiatrist of his personal liking or to receive funds to
se
have turned up over and over again
hire his o ~ n ? ~ T h eprovisos
in cases denying relief under Ake.
Naturally, the rule of Ake has evolved since 1985, more so in
the state courts than in the federal?' In Texas, Ake is given a
broader interpretation than it probably would have received in
[he Supreme Court at the time the case was handed down.
Nonetheless, there are restrictionsand requirements that must he
satisfied before a proper showing is made that an indigent
defendant is constitutionally entitled to a state-funded expel t.
Those requirements will be discussed after the following two
sections, which deal with the cnnent applicability of Ake inTexas.

(a)Application o f A b beyond capital murder cases
In his dissentinAke, then-JusticeRehnquiststated tbat he would
limit the rule to capital cases?$ Chief Justice Burger, in his
concurrence, attempted to limit theCourt's holding to capital cases
in which the defendant pursues the defense of in~anity.~'
Ultimately, Ake has not been so S i t e d inTexas or m the lower
federal courts." The rule of Ake will arguably apply to any type
of case so long as due process requires it?'
(b) Application ofAke to experts other than psychiafrists
Probably even more obvious than the realization thatAke could
extend beyond death penalty cases was the fact that its holding
wouldextend beyondthe realm of psychiatry.Z6Aftersome halting
starts, it did. A 1987 Texas case, Dewberry v. State:7 considered
an eyewitness identification expert and, while holding that the
defendant was not entitled to theexpert, did not do so on grounds
that such an expert was outside the scope of what Ake would
otherwise require." On the other hand, two subsequent cases,
Wunneburgerv. StafeeZ9
and Moore v. State,%did purport to limit
Ake to just psychiatric experts and then only when the defense of
insanity ispursued. Between Wunneburgerand Moore, the Caul t
of Criminal Appeals handed down McBride v. Siate,ll which held
that Ake entitled the defendant to a court-appointed chemist in a
possession of controlled substance case where the source of the
drugs was in issue.- The court, however, did not directly address
the issue ofAke's applicability beyondpsychiat~y.
Three years later, however, that issue was put squarely before
the Court of Criminal Appeals in Rey v, State." Rey sought the
appointment of anindependentpathologist to contest the findings
of the now-infamous Dr. Ralph Erdmann."The couttstated flatly
thatAke is not limited to psychiatricexperts. Rather, the necessity
for the appointment underAke, the court held, will be dependent
solely upon whether the defendant can make the "threshold
showing'' that the expert assistance is necessary and necessarily
related to a subject that will be aZ'significantfactor" at trial.)'

-

(c) The "threshold showing*' cariyfng the burden under
Ake
The "thresholdshowing" is the means by whkh the defendant
shows that due process requires he obtain the requested statefunded expert.%It is the third and by far most important step in
the due process analysis (after the private and public interests,
which will remain constant across most cases). What the defense
V O L . 26 NO. 6 JULYlAUGUST 9 7
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wants to demonstrate by way of the "threshold showing" is that
the probable value of the expert assistance to the defense is high
(concerns an issue that will be a "significant factor" at trial) and
that there is agreat risk that without such assistance, the jury will
arrive at an erroneous resolution of the critical issue." An
"erroneous resolution" as contemplated in Ake, is not so much
that the jury will reach an incorrect verdict, hut one based upon
only one side of the story.3sThe Court pointed out that with the
requested expert assistance, "the defendant is fairly able to present
at least enough information to the jury, in a meaningful manner,
as to permit it to make a sensible determination.""
Four months after Ake was decided, the Supreme Court handed
down Caldivell v. Mississippi." Like Ake, Caldwell had made a
request for expert assistance - a ballistics expert. Caldwell,
however, merely filed a motion stating that the witness would be
necessay to the defense." The Court handled Caldwell's Ake
claim in a footnote, which read in part, "Given that petititioner
offeredlittle more than undeveloped assertions that therequested
assistance would be beneficial, we find no deprivatioli of due
process in the trial judge's decision."" Caldwell therefore set the
floor, naming whatis an insufficient showing. The difference was
that in Ake, there was arecord supporting the defense request for
an expert. In Caldwell there was not. The rule, then, is stated
thusly: in order to heentitled to a court appointed defense expert,
the defendant must make a "threshold showing" that the subject
upon which the expert will testify is likely to he a "significant
factor"at trial-eitherin his defenseor in the prosecution, which
must be more than undeveloped assertions that the expert
testimony would he helpful to the defense. Ev;dence supporting
the request must come from some source and hein the record. In
Ake the threshold showing was made through the defendant's
behavior and the court's reaction thereto, all of which happened
to make it into the record. However, where such evidence is not
otherwise in the record. counsel must make a recod to sunoort
his m o t i o nThe
~l
has a right to make this threshold
showing e~parte.~Meeting
the burden and the methodology for
doing so can only be considered on acase-by-case basis.
In a long paragraph in Rey v. State," the Court of Criminal
Appeals reviewed several cases decided underAke andmade some
observations regarding what generally works or does not work in
regard to the defendant's burden.'6 These guidelines are very
helpful:
In cases holding that a sufticient showing was not made
under Ake, the defendant typically has failed to support his
motion with affidavits or other evidence in support of his
defensive theory, an explanation as to what his defensive
theory was and why expert assistance would be helpful in
establishingthat theory, or ashowing that there was areason
to question the State's expert and proof.... In cases holding
that the defendant was,entitled to the appointment of an
expert, thedefendanthasgenerally made hisdefensive theory
clear to thetrial court and supported it with factual allegations
and/or evidence that expert testimony would support his
theory."
In Rey, the defense counsel explained his theory to the trial
judge, connected the expert testimony to his theory, and supported
his assertions with an affidavitfrom the expert. The affidavit from
the expert set forth his disagreement with the state's expert's
findings as well as his own opinions drawn from the same
e~idence.'~The
defense wanted an appointed pathologist and the
"significantfactor" identified was mechanism of death. The court

defendant

L A

held that the defense had "clearly established" that mechanism
of death would, indeed, be a significant factor at trial!P
Thereis no specific definition for the term "significant factor."
However, from a review of the cases, the following definition
seems to fit: A "significant factor" is a contested issue, the
favorable resolution of which will either (1) directly support the
defense theory of the casein either guilt-innocence or punishment
or (2)directly attack thestate's evidence.- In Ake, the significant
factor was the defendant's sanity, which directly supported the
theory of the defense that he was not guilty by reason of insanity.
In Rey, the significant factor was mechanism of death, the
favorable resolution of which would directly attack the state's
evidence that the victim was murdered?'
Overall, the method that the defense used in Rey is a very
effective way to craft a motion and make a threshold showing:
(1) demonstratethe theory of the case, (2) identify the manner by
which an expert will assist in proving that theory at trial; and (3)
marshal some type of evidence to present to the trial court
explaining the theory and how theexpert can help. By this means,
the-significant factor" is presented and the defendant's"threshold
showing" is made. For proof, affidavits have been mentioned by
many courts and are probably sufficient assuming that they show
a boile~plate
(1) and (2) above." Counsel shouldneversirnply~le
motion for an expert and expect to preserve Ake error or even
error under TEX.CODE. CRM PRO ANN. art. 26.05(a)."
Each
motion must he tailored to the case. The motion should set forth
the due process analysis fromAke and, in the third step of thedue
process analysis, set out (I), (2) and (3), above, to make the
threshold showing. Submit the motion exparfe and under seal to
the court. If arecord needs to bemade, request that acourt reporter
he brought into chambers,
(d) Right to "inspect"and expert assistance
From time to time, discovering issues that may become
"significant factors" at trial may require an examination of the
state's evidence. This, of course, will he difficult in counties where
the district or county attorney does not have an "open file policy"
or is otherwise resistant to inspections by the defense. Ake,
combined with caselaw interpreting TEx. CODE. CBIM.PRO. ANN.
art. 39.14, the discovery statute, has application in this instance
as wei~.
The Court of Criminal Appeals, in McBride v. State,sbfor the
that
first time hioughtAke and the discovery statute t0gether.5~111
possession of a controlled substance case,16 court-appointed
counsel had filed a motion requesting the assistance of a chemist
to examine the drugs.The defendant's theory of the case was that
the cocaine had been planted on him by another?' He had been
beaten and robbed and was found by the police unconcious and
claimed that the cocaine had been planted on him by the person
who beat him to avoid being prosecuted for the assault and
robbery. Thestate did an analysis of the substance and found it to
contain a combination of aspirin and 6 0 grams of cocarne. The
defense argued that an independent analysis was needed and that
proof that the substance was mostly aspirin would support the
defense's the~ry.'~The the trial court denied the request for
i n s p e ~ t i o nMcBride
.~~
appealed on due process and Sixth
Amendment grounds.@'
Inconsidering whether thetrial courtconimittederror, the Court
of Criminal Appeals first reviewed the law pertaining to a
defendant's right to an inspection of the evidence pursuant to art.

..

39.14, which places the burden on the defendant to show "good
cause" for such an inspection!' The decision of the trial court is
then reviewed for abuse of discretion? However, if the evidence
sought is "material to the defense oftheaccused," the trial judge
is required to pennit the defense to discover it? Further, the
defendant has an absolute right to an independent inspection of
evidence that is "indispensable to the state's case. "*Drawing
these Cohcepts together, the court held that "acriminal defendant
has a right to inspect evidence indispensable to the state's case
because that evidence is necessarily material to the defense Of
the accused.'" And this right to inspect includes more than a
visual inspection - to the extent that expert assistance is
this point,
necessary to theinspection, it must be all~wed.~From
incorporating Ake was not averylarge step. In order for anindigent
to have the same right of inspection as anon-indigent,the expert
assistance must not simply be allowed, hut must be provideds7
The limitation that is built into this requirement is contained in
the phrase "evidence that is indispensable to the state's case."8
MeBride presents the quintessentialcase, a drug case, where the
analysis of the drugs is important. Because the state cannot
prosecute a drug ease without the drugs, the drugs are
indispensable to the state's ease. As one begins to move down
the evidentiary chain, the right created in McBride tends to
weaken. For instance, in Quinwnes v. StateP9the court held that
the defense was not entitled to an inspection of recording tapes
for authenticity because even if the tapes had been excluded the
state could have still proven ifs case?@Likewise, in Norton v.
State,?' the court held that the defendant was not entitled to an
inspection of blood samples for the purpose of conducting an
independent DNA analysis in part because there was othere
One final
evidence connecting the defendant to the ~rime.7~
limitation on the right to inspect evidence is that the right does
not attach if the evidence had been destroyed or used up during
testing by the state, e.g., breath used to determine blood alcohol
level orvery small bloodsamples used up during DNA analysis?'
On the other hand, if the trial judge does erroneously deny such
an inspection, the error is not subject to harm review."

(e) "independent*' vs."defenseN experts
The Ake court held that when the threshold showing is made,
the trial .iudee
" must furnish an exwert who will "assist in
evaluation, preparation, and presentation of the [insanity]
defen~e."~'Thepsyehiatrist
appointed should, the court observed,
"conduct a professional examination on issues relevant to the
defense, to help determine whether the insanity defense is viable,
to present testimony, and to assist in p~cparingthe crossexamination of a state's psychiatricwitnesses.., !06 Interestingly,
since these words were written there has been a debate among
the lower courts as to what type of appointment will satisfy this
requirement. A few courts hold that the appointment of an
"independent expert" or "court expat" who will report all findings
to the defense, prosecution and the court is suffieienLn Most
courts, however, hold that only the appointment of a "defense
expert" who is actually subject to the attorney-client and work
product privileges and who will consult with the defense is
sufficient. Texas, fortunately, falls into thelatter category." Once
a defendant satisfies the requirements of Ake, he is entitled to a
partisan, defense expert subject to the attorney-client and work
product privileges."
On the other hand, the defendant i s not entitled to choose an

expert of his own liking or to receive funds to hire his own"
Thus if one wishes to presswe Ake error, he should not file a
motion requesting that a particular expert be appointednor stating
that he needs "x" amount of dollars for which to hire an expert.
Oneshould request only that thecourt appoint acompetent defense
expert from the relevant field of experti~e.~'

0A"competent" expert
While you cannot actually choose yourexpert,Ake does require
the appointment of a "competent" expert.$'Thus, he must at least
be qualifiedin his area of purported expertise, even if he is not at
the top of his field." This requirement, though, begs the question
of whatis an incompetent experl and, further, can an expert render
ineffective assistance through his incompetence? This question
came before the Supreme Court in the case of Brown v. Dodd?'
In that case, the court appointed, on the morning of trial, a
psychologist who had received his Ph.D. only 10 days before,
wasnot licensed, and in fact subsequentlyfailed twice to pass his
licensingexam."Hehadreceivedno formal trainingin conducting
competency examinations and the competency examination he
gave to the defendant consisted of a 20 minute interview after
which he declared thedefendant competent. The defendant had a
documented20-year history of mentalproblems.The psychologist
never contacted any of the defendant's previous doctors. The
defendant was thereafter tried and sentenced to death.@Thecase
came to thesupreme Court on the issue of whether the defendant
was denied his right under Ake to a "competent" psycbiatri~t.~~
Cert. was denied.
It does stand to reason that, as with the right to counsel, the
right to an expert necessarily means the right to acompetent expert.
Ake in fact requires this expressly, just as Strickland v.
Washingt~n~~
requires t h same
~ for counselcBut drawing from
the same comparison, it seems equally obvious that an expert
would have to be pretty lousy to be held "incompetent" for
purposes of Ake.89The author is not sure that poor performance
would be sufficient. More likely it would take the appointment
of one who is not actually an expert or one who is appointed to
testify to something that is obviously outside his or her area of
expertise. It wouldcertainly help the record on appeal if the state
conducted a meltdown cross-examination on the expert's
credentials.
(g) Structural ewor
InTexas state courts, Ake error is structural error not subject to
a harm analysis.*Thus, there is agreat incentive tomake a correct
record.

(2) TEX.CODE CRIM,PRO. ANN. art, 26.05(a)

-

General
CompensafianProvision
"A counsel, other than an attorney with a public defender's
office, appointed torepresent adefendantin acriminal proceeding,
including a habeas corpus hearing, shall be reimbursed for
reasonable expenses incurred with prior court approval for
purposes of investigation and expert testimony ... F9'
A broader but Iess powerful way to get appointed experts is
TEX. Cou~CRrm.PRO. Am. art.26.0S(a). The provision is broader
because, unlike Ake, it encompasses appointment of experts even
on topics that do not involve a "significant factor" at trial in the
sense that Ake defines that phrase. It is less powerful primarily
because the appointment lies within the trial court's discretion

Continued on page 22
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and its refusal is subject to harm review. As with Ake, counsel only that he needed an expert witness to "examine the accident
should not simply filea boilerplatemotionand nothing else, This scene, which is evidence in this cause of action," adding that the
will not preserve emr.And IikeAke, thereis a showing that must state had already conducted various tests on the scene and he
he made in order to get the appointment and to presewe e m if needed to conducthis own toverify thestate'sresults.'M Counsel
the appointment is denied. The object under 26.05(a) is to obtain made no offer of proof. The conrt held that he had not
"prior approval"kom the trial court for the reimbursementof expert demonstrated a specific need because he had "failed to identify
expenses. This is the nature of an "appointment" under 26.05(a). for the trial court the type of expert needed or the issues
in~olved."'~
(a) Defendant must show a ''6pspeciJic need"for the expffrt
tesfimony
(b) Review of court's denial based on abuse of discretion and
"In order to obtain prior approval of the trial court forreasonable subject to harm analysis
expenses connected with expert testimony, a defendant must
Thedecisionto appoint an expert under art. 26.05(a) lies within
demonstrate to the trial court a specific need for the testirn~ny."~ thesound discretion of the trial court?mAny error committed by
The phrase "specific need" is obviously broader than Ake's the trial court indenyingamotionfor the appointment of anexpert
''significant factor." However, the manner of making the showing under art. 26.05(a) will be subject to a harmless m r review
is substantially similar, except a "threshold showing"-type pursuant to Tex. RULS Aw. Pno. Rule 81(b)(2).'08 Harm will
evidentiary burden has not shown to be a requirement under generally not befound where thetestimony camein at trial anyway
26.05(a) in establishing specific need.
from another source1@or, unfortunately, where defense counsel
In Ventura Sfate?' the conrt of appeals found e m in the trial decides to pay for theexpert himself so he can bepresentat trial.'"
court's denial of prior approval for an expert in a driving while The proposed testimony must also be proper andadmissible, both
intoxicated trial. In that case, counsel filed a motion asking for generally and as expert te~timony."~
It would also seem logical
approvalof expenses in theamount of $4OO.OO forexpertmedioal that there could be such "overwhelming evidence of guilt" that
testimony to prove that the defendant had an ailment (a manic the refusal to grant an otherwise proper request to appoint an
episode) whose symptoms lookedlikesomeone who was actually expert could be rendered harmless.
intoxicated?' The expert testimony was expected to show that
(3) TEX.CODECRIM.PRO. ANN. arf.26,052(f), (g) & (h)
defendant was not intoxicated at the time she was driving.
Death Penelty Trials
Rather than casting the defendant's burden in terms of an
Appointed counsel may file with the trial court a pretrial ex
evidentiaty hearing, the caurt likened the defendant's motion to
parte confidential request for advance payment of expenses to
an offer of evidence and the trial court's ruling thereon as arnling
investigatepotentialdefenses.Therequestfor expensesmust state:
on the admissibility of that e~idence?~
"When a trial eourt does
(1) the type of investigation to be conducted;
not give prior approval for expert testimonial expenses to he
(2) specific facts that suggest the investigation will result in
incurred by an indigent defendant the court in rffwt excludes
admissible evidence; and
The court went on to hold that where the trial
such e~idence."?~
(3) an itemized list of anticipated expenses for each
judge denies prior approval of expert expenses, the error, if any,
investigation.
is preserved in the same manner as though the court had made a
ruling excluding defensive evidence: 'the defendant must make
The court shall grant the request for advance payment of
an offer of proof in the form of a concise statement and no formal expenses in whole or in part if the request is reasonable. If the
Since kntura, this common- court denies in whole orin part the request forexpenses,the court
bill of exceptions is req~ired."~'
sense procedure has been followed by other courts in reviewing shall:
(1) state the reasons for €he denial in writing;
trial court rulings under art. 26.05(a)P8
(2) attach the denial to the confidential request; and
One of thosecases is Moore v. State.*In that case, the defendant
(3) submit the request and denial as a sealed exhibit to the
was charged with criminal mischief for kicking out the window
record.
of a police car where he had been placed after being arrested.lW
The defense filed a motion pretrial requesting the appointment
Counsel may incur expenseswithoutprior approval of the court.
of an expert in psychology who could testify that the defendant
On presentation of a claim for reimbursement, the court shall
sufferedapanicattackandthusdidnot intentionally or knowingly
order reimbursement of counsel for theexpenses, if the expenses
kick out the window.'01 The motion was denied at trial when it
are reasonably necessary and reasonably incurred.
was heard, apparently afier the staterested.'"The defensecounsel
PRO. ANN.art. 11.071 § 3(d) Death
made a concise statement at trial of the reasons the testimony (4) TEXCODE CRIM.
Penalty
Habeas
was needed. He cited as r6asons the introduction of possible
"Counsel may incur expenses for habeas corpus investigation,
explanations for Moore's reaction to being locked in the backseat
of a cat on a hot night and rebuttal evidence to the testimony of including expensesforexpem, withont prior approval by the court
several officers that Moore was intoxicated at the time he kicked of criminal appeals. On presentation of aclaimforreimbursement,
out the window. The court of appeals held that Moore had which may be presented ex parte, the court shall order
preserved error and did demonstrate a specific need for the reimbursement of counsel for expenses, if the expenses are
reasonably necessary andreasonablyincurred, Ifthe court denies
testimony.'03
In another post-Venturn case, Roberts v. Sfate.Iwthe defense in whole or in part the requestfor expenses, the court shall briefly
failed to carry ib burden. In ihis involuntary manslaughter case, state the reasons for thedenial in a written order provided to the
the defense bad asked for the appointment of an accident applicant. Theapplicant may request reconsiderationof the denial
reconstructionist. In his motion, however, counsel told the court for reimbursement."

'

-

-

TEX.CODEC m . PRO. ANN. arts. 11.071 § 3(d) and 26.052(f),
(g) & (h) are new, having both been enacted effectiveSeptember
1, 1995. Both offer avenues for expert testimony that are
significantlybroaderthan those offered underAke or art. 26.05(a).
Note that both allow the lawyer to incur expenses without prior
appraval of the court. The capital trial statute even allows for the
advance disbursement of funds to pay expenses that have not yet
occurred-something unheard of under Ake and26.05(a)!'ZBoth
allow the defense lawyer the right to assert the claims exparte.
At this time there are no cases interpreting these compensation
provisions. It will remain to heseen whether the Court of Criminal
Appeals will allow these provisions to live up to their potential.
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Id. at 70, 88.

4

Id.
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Id. at 72.

6

Id. at 74.83.

7

424 US. 319,335 (1976).

8

Ake, 470 US.at 77.

9

Id. at 78

10 Id.
11

Id. at 79,

12

Id. at 80-82.

13

Id. at 82.

14

Id. at 83. In the following paragraph, the Coua extended its
holding to a capital sentencing proceeding where the state
offers psychiatric testimony on future dangerousness. Id.

15 Id.
16

Gideon Wainwright, 372 US. 335 (1963)(representation
of counsel); Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668
(1984)(effective representation of counsel).

17

Griflti v. Illinois, 351 US. 12 (1956).

18 Ake, 470 US. at 76-77 (quoting Ross 7. Mofitt, 417 U.S.
600,612 (1974)).

See, e.g., Taylor v. State, 939 S.W.2d 148 flex. Cr. App.
1996)(aggravated sexual assault); De Freece v. Sfate, 848
S.W.2d 150 (Tex. Cr. App. 1993)(simple murder); McBride
v. State, 838 S.W.2d 248 (Tex. Cr. App. 1992)(possession
of a controlled substance).
Conceivably, an argument could be made that the due
process analysis itself may limit the availability of statefunded expert assistance as the crime charged becomes less
severe. For instance, is the private interest as strong for one
charged with driving while intoxicated as it is for the
defendant charged with capital murder? The author could
find no cases discussing this and all of the reported cases
dealing withAkeinTexas have been felonies. It would stand
to reason, however, that as the severity of the penalty range
decreases, the private interest, at least so far as the
punishment to he assessed, decreases as well. The threat of
death, the Supreme Court said, "weighed heavily in its
analysis" of the first factor. Ake, 470 U.S. at 78. The policy
thatAke was supposed to fonvard, however, that "acrirninal
trial is fundamentally unfair if the State proceeds against an
indigent defendant without makingcertain that he has access
to the raw materials integral to the building of an effective
defense," Id. at 77, would not diminish with the severity of
the crime and possible punishment. Thus, from that
standpoint, Ake should apply to any defendant charged with
any crime.
See, e.g., tittle v. Arnurtrout, 835 E2d 1240 (8th Cir. 19871,
cerr. denied, 487 U.S. 1210 (1988)rThere is nu principled
way to distinguish between psychiatric and nonpsychiatric
experts. The question in each casemust be not what field
of expert knowledge is involved, but rather how important
the scientific issue is in the case, and how much help a
defense expert could have given.").

-

743 S.W.2d 260 (Tex. App. Dallas 1987), mv'd on other
grounds, 776 S.W.2d 589 (Tex. Cr.App. 1989).

19

Id. at 77.

20

Id. at 83.

21

Compare, e.g., Granviel v. Texas, 881 E2d 185 (5th Cir.
1989),cert. denied, 495 US. 963 (1990)(constitutionalright
to psychiauic assistancesatisfied by a court-appointed expert
whose report is given to the defense, prosecution andjudge),
with De Freece v. State, 848 S.W.2d 150 vex. Cr. App.
1993)("court's expert," whose materials are equally
available to all sides, insufficient to satisfy the dictates of
Ake - the defense must be provided with its own expert
once sanity is shown to be a significant factor at trial).

-

-

22 Ake, 470 U.S. at 87 (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
23

concurrence is curious indeed in light of the fact that the
Ake opinion itself sanctioned state-funded experts on the
issue of future dangerousnessin capital cases, withoutregard
to whether sanity is an issue. Id. at 83. Nonetheless, at least
two cases in Texas followed his Iead, stating that Ake only
applied to psychiatric experts where the defendant's sanity
1sinissue. Wunneburgerv. State, 844 S.W.2d 864,869 (Tex.
App. -Amarillo 1993, pet. ref'd); Moore v. State, 802
S.W.2d 367,371 (Tex. App. -Dallas 1990, pet. ref'd).

Id. (Burger, CJ., concurring in the judgment). Burger's

Id. at 267-68. This is a rather jumbled opinion in which art.
26.05 and Ake arecollapsed into each other. Nonetheless, il
is apparent that the defendant failed to make his tbeshold
showing that the issue of eyewitness identificarion would
be asignificant factor at trial and went about attempting the
threshold showing incorrectly. Id.
844 S.W.2d 864, 869 (Tex. App. - Amarillo 1992, pet.
ref'd).
802S.W.2d367.371 (Tex.App,-Dallas

1990,pet.d'd).

838 S.W.2d 248 (Tex. Cr. App. 1992). Wunneburger's
petition for discretionary review was actually refused after
McBride was decided. The type of expert Wunnehurger
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wanted was an expert on recidivism rates for parolees.
Predictibly, he ran into Rule 702 problems as well as other
evidentiaty difficulties regarding whether an expert could
recommend a particular punishment to thejury. The court's
incorrect statement of the law notwithstanding, the refusal
to appoint this expert was proper. See Wunneburger, 844
S.W.2dat 868-69.
32

was asleep when the injury occurred. Defendant claimed
he did not know exactly what happened to the infant, but
speculated thathemust have fallen from his crib. The state's
doctor said that the infant's brain was too swollen for the
trauma to have been due to just a fall. The court, in holding
that the trial judge should have granted the defense motion
for appointment of a medical expert, noted that "the only
contested issue in the case was the cause of death." Id. at
73. This had to have been true, because a reading of the
case seems to disclose that thedefense'motion and threshold
showing thereon was most likely insufficient to trigger Ake.
See id. As in Ake, however, the attorney was able to point
to things already in the record to overcome his evidentiary
burden. But foregoing a full-blown ex pane threshold
showing in favor of simply relying on the record, it would
seem, is an unnecessarily a high-risk proposition. At least
if you are going to rely on the record, makesure you have a
record. See and Compare, Day v. State, 704 S.W.2d 438,
440-41 (Tex. App,-Amarillo 1986, no pet.)('% contrast
[to Akel, in this record there is no facmal support shown for
aconclusion that appellant's sanity at the timeof the alleged
offense was seriously in question. ... At the hearing on his
motion, appellant did not, either by himself or [through]
other witnesses, produce any testimony of prior mental
problems, prior bizane behavior, or anything of alike nature.
... [Tlhis record shows only the statement of appellant's
counsel that there is a ... strong possibility that appellant
was not sane at the time of the offense. This unsupported
conclusion is not a sufficientpreliminaryshowing to invoke
the Ake doctrine.").

838 S.W.2d at 252.

33 897 S.W.2d 333 flex. Cr. App. 1995).
Id. at 335.

34
35

Id. at 339. In addressing the issue of whether Ake applies to
experts other thanpsychiatrists,JudgeMaloney did a survey
of state and federal cases analyzing Ake in the context of
different areas of expertise. Id. at 338 n.4. The list is
instructive not just for the purpose of ideas, but also to see
how others havemade or attempted to make their "threshold
showing" of need. The Court of Criminal Appeals recently
applied Ake to DNA experts in Taylor u. Srate, 939 S.W.2d
148 (Tex. Cr. App. 1996). Other types of experts have been
attempted in Texas, and while in most of these cases the
expert assistance was denied, in none was it excluded
categorically as not coming within Ake. E.g., Matcheft v.
State -S . W . Z d , 1996 WL638228 at **I4 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1996)(juryselectionexpert); Cantu v. State, 939 S.W.2d
627,638-39 (Tex. Cr. App. 1997)(expert to conduct a jury
pool study on capital murder punishment issues); Moore v.
State, 935 S.W.2d 124, 130 (Tex. Cr. App. 1996)(jury
selectionexpert);Robertsv. State, 923 S.W.2d 141,145-47
(Tex. App. - Texarkana 1996, pet. ref'd)(accident
reconstructionist); Rodriguez v. State, 906 S.W.2d 70 (Tex.
App.
Sau Antonio 1995). pet. dismPdas improvidently
granted, 924 S.W.2d 156 (Tex. Cr. App. 1996)(per
curiam)(pathologist); Davis v. State, 90s S.W.2d 655,659
(Tex. App. - Texarkana 1995. pet. ref'd)(criminalist to
examine baggie for traces of saliva).

-
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Id. at 79-83.

37

Id. at 82.

38

Id, at 80-83.

39

Id. at 82.

40 472 US. 320 (1985).
41

Caldwell, 472 US. at 323 n.1. The attorney actually said
that the requested expert "would be of great necessarius
witness."ld.

42

Id. at 323 n. 1.

4 3 Another case where the threshold showing was made by
the existing record was Rodriguez v. Sfate,906 S.W.Zd70
(Tex. App. - San Antonio 1995), pet. dism'd as
improvidently granted, 924 S.W.2d 156 (Tex. Cr. App.
1996)@ercurim). This case involved the alleged murder
of an infant by a person who was caring for the infant
overnight. The infant, who had been delivered to the
defendant in good health, died due to head trauma during
the night. There were no witnesses and defendant said he
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44

Ake, 470 U.S. at 82.

45

897 S.W.2d 333 (Tex. Cr.App. 1995).

46

Id.

47

Id.

48

Id. at 341-42,

49

Id.

50

In keepmg with this definition, it also necessarily follows
that a "significantfactor" at trial will have to be something
that has to do with the evidence at trial. Hence the dismal
luck of those who have attempted to obtain court-appointed
jury.selection experts and the such. Bg., Matchett v. Stare,
S . W . 2 d , 1996 WL 638228 at ** 14 (Tex. Cr. App.
1996)(requestfor an expert to "help the jury to understand
punishment issues" and to "determine a potential juror's
ability to understand the punishment issues" in a capital
murder case denied - defendant failed to make threshold
showing); Cantu v. State, 939 S.W.2d 627, 638 (Tex. 0.
App. 1997)(same- defendant did not make threshold
showing, but also asked forfunds to hire his own expert);
Moore v. State, 935 S.W.2d 124, 130 (Tex. Cr. App.
1996)(jury selection expert - defendant failed to make a
threshold showing, hut languagefrom case seems to indicate
that he failed at the second level of analysis-connecting
the expert testimony to his theory: "While appellant's
assertion that the selection of a fair and impartial jury is

'

crucial to a fair trial is correct, he presents no convincing 67 Id. at 252.
argument that the expert assistance hesought was necessary
68 Note the two levels of analysis here: (1) the trial judge is
to the selection of the jury."). Likewise, if the expert's
required to permit discovery if the evidence sought is
testimony would not be admissible, then it will he difficult
"material to the defense of the accused;" and (2) the
to get a court to authorize payment for it. See, e.g.,
defendant has an absolute right to an independent iaspedion
Wumeburger K State, 844 S.W.2d 864,868 (Tex. App. of evidence that is "indispensable to the state's case." Id. at
Amarillo 1992, pet. ref'd). The second level of analysis250-51. The latter condition is certainly narrower than the
showing that the expert testimony will support your theory
former. By the words of McBride, the absolute right to an
-will fail.
inspection and the concomitant right to a court-appointed
expert
to conduct it only attaches at the second level. It
51 Note, by the way, that as "significantfactors"go, Rey is a
would appear that the defense will still have access to
fairly easy case for making a thresholdshowillg- theissue,
evidence that is "material to the defense" yet not
which is to apoint cut and dried to begin with, would be set
"indispensableto the state's case," there will just he no right
out in an autopsy report that another expert couldreview.
to an "independent inspection." Counsel might could still
Many issues in a criminal trial are not as cut and dried as
get
expert assistance regarding a piece of evidence that is
mechanism of death. Most "syndrome"-type evidence
not
"indispensable to the state's case" by going another
somes to mind as a good example. Discovering suchissues
direction: if something about that evidence is central to the
that may become defensive theories (and anticipating such
defense's theory of its case, then show that it will be a
testimony that may come from the state) will depend to a
"significant factor" at trial and offer evidence to show that
large degree on the creativity of the lawyer and his m her
an expert will benecessaryin order for the defense to prove
familiarity with the subjects for which sxpert testimony is
its theory at trial. Hence, use McBride and art. 39.14 to
available and admissible.
gain access to the evidence, then go with a straight Ake
52 Id. at 341.
threshold showing andlor the showing under TEX. CODE
CRM. PRO. ANN. art. 26.05(a) (discussed inpa) to get the
53 "Defense counsel is obligated to inform himself about the
specific scientific area in question and to provide the court
expert.
with as much information as possible concerning the
69 592 S.W.2d 933 (Tex. Cr.App. 1980).
usefulness of the requested expert to the defense's case."
70 Id. at 942-43.
Davis v. State, 905 S.W.2d 655,660 (Tex. App.-Texarkana
1995, pet.ref'd)(quotingMoore K Kemp, 809 E.Zd702,712
(11th Cir.), cert. denied, 481 U.S. 1054 (1987)).

Sex Offender Treatment

54 838 S.W.2d 248 (Tex. Cr.App. 1992).
55 Id. at 250-52.

is a Recognized Specialty in Texas!

56 McBride was charged with possession of cocaine under 28
grams. Id. at 249.

We provide:

57 McBride v. State, 873 S.W.2d 115, 116 (Tex. App. Amarillo 1994, no pet.).

Sex offender profae determinations
Expert witness testimony

58 Id.

Substance abuse, addictionldependenoy
a$seSsments
Mpfoved client expectations and satisfaction with
your defense
Assistance with class examinatiofis of opposing
psychological expert witnesses
"Competency to stafid trial" evaluations
Treatment recommendations to the court

59 McBride, 838 S.W.2d at250.
60 Id. at 251.
61 Id. (citing Quirgones K State, 592 S.W.7.d 933,940 vex. Cr.
App. 1980)).
62 Id.
63 Id. (quoting Qrrinones, 592 S.W.2d at 941).
64
65

Id. at251 (quotingBatesv.State, 587 S.W.2d 121,131 (Tex.
Cr.App. 1979)).

We travel anywhere and accept court assignment as
payment in full...References on request... Call us i f
you think wc might be able to help...

id. See also TerreN v. State, 521 S.W.2d 618,619 (Tex. Cr.
App. 1975)(failureto grant defendant's motion for discovery
seeking an independent chemical inspection of the alleged
controlled substance was reversible error).

66 Id. (citing Detmering v. State, 481 S.R7.2d 863, 864 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1972); Terrell v. State, 521 S.W.2d 618,619 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1975)).
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71 930 S.W.2d 101 (Tex. Cr.App. 1996, pet. tef'd).
72 id. at 106. The samples had also been destroyed during
testing - an exception to the right to inspect which is
described immediately in@ra.
73 McBride, 838 S.W.2d at 251 n.6 (citing Lake v. State, 577
S.W.2d 245,246 flex. Cr. App. 1979)); Norton,930 S.W.2d

75 Ake, 470 US. at 83.
76 Id. at 82.
77 E g , Granvielv.Lynaugh, 881 F.2d 185, 191-92 (5th Cir.),
cert. denied, 495 US. 963 (1990).
78 DeFreece v. State, 848 S.W.2d 150,159-61 flex. Cr. App.
1993). See also Taylor v. State, 939 S.W.2d 148; 153 (Tex.
Cr. App. 1996)(to satisfy Ake and DeFxeece, defendantmust
be appointed a defense-only DNA expert); Rey v. Stafe,897
S.W.Zd333,343 flex. Cr. App. 1995).
79 Taylor, 939 S.W.2d at 153; DeFreece, 848 S.W.2d at 159.
It is now clear in Texas that the appointment of a
"disinterested expert'' in an insanity case pursuant to Tkx.
CODEC m . PR ANN.
. art. 46.03 8 3(a) is not sufficient to
satisfy Ake once it is shown that the defendant's sanity will
be a significantfactor at trial. DeFreete, 848 S.W.2d at 159.
However, an examination of the defendant by an expert
appointed under an.46.03 9 3(a) may determine whether or
not sanity will beasignificant factor at trial inthefmt place.
Id. Counsel should b e a w e thatif the"'d'intemtedexpea"
makes a determination that the defendant was sane at the
time of the offense, your Ake claimmay bedead in the water.
See, e.g., Knight v. State, 868 S.W.2d 21,23 (Tex. App. Houston [Ist Dist.] 1993. pet. ref'd).

O

8 0 Ake, 470 US. at 83; Canfuv. State, 939 S.W.2d 627, 638
(Tex. Cr.App. 1997); Harperv. State,930 S.W.2d625,633
(Tex. App. -Houston [lst Dist.] 1996, no pet.); Knight v.
State, 868 S.W.2d 21,23 (Tex. App.-Houston [lst Dist.]
1993, pet. ref'd).
81 From a practical standpoint, counsel wifl probably be able
to suggest a particular expert with the desired result. Just
know that this is not an entitlement and should not appear
in the motion.

8 2 Ake, 470 US. at 83.
83

E.g., Richards v. State, 932 S.W.2d 213,214-15 (Tex. App.
-EI Paso 1996, no pet.).

8 4 484 U.S. 874 (198T)(Marshall, J., dissenting to denial of
rit).
85 Id. at 875.

86 Id.
87 id. at 876.

8 9 See, e.g., McFarland v. Scott, 114 S.Ct. 2785

(1994)(Blackmun, J., dissenting to denial of writ);
McFaflandv.Staze, 928 S.W.Zd482,505-06 (Tex. Cr. App.
1996)(no ineffective assistance where lead counsel slept
through parts of a capital trial).
90 Rey, 897 S.W.2d at 345. This really kind of makes sense
sincebythe time the defendantisfinished with his threshold
showing harm is no doubt shown. This view, however, is
not universal. See, e.g., Brewer v. Reynoldr, 51 E3d 1519,
1529 (lOthCir. 1995)(Akeermris hid error and thus subject
to harm analysis); Starrv. Lockhart, 23 E3d 1280,1291-92
(8th Cic), cert denied sub nom., Nomk v. Starr, 115 S.Ct.
499 (1994)(same).
91 This version of Tkx. CODE CF.IM.PRO. Am. art. 26.05(a)
became effective September 1, 1987. Prior to that time,
former art. 26.05, § l(d) provided that anappointed counsel
representing an accusedshallbepaid tiom the generalcounty
fund "for expenses incurxed for purposes of investigation
and expert testimony, areasotlablefee to beset by the court
but in no event to exceed $500." This statute is different
from the one in place now, not just because the dollar limit
has been deleted, but because the old statute was a pure
"reimbursement" statute - counsel had to incur the
expensesfirst, then askthe court to providereimbursement.
See, e.g., Coachman v. State, 692 S.W.2d 940, 944 (Tex.
App- Houston [IstDist.] 1985, pet. ref'd)(citing Wallace
v. State, 618 S.W.2d67,70 (Bx. Cr. App. 1981)). The former
version of thestatute generated a good number of cases that

92

93
94
95
96
97
98

99

are not wholly applicable now. In particular, many cases 105 Id, at 146.
state the rule that "refusal to pay expenses before they are
incurred is not an abuse of discretion." Eggleston v. State,
422 S.W.2d 460,464 (Tex. Cr. App. 1967). As the statute is 107 Quin v. State, 608 S.W.2d 937,938 vex. Cr.App. [Panel
worded now, requiring "prior approval:' this language is
Op.] 1980).
irrelevant.
108 Stokerv. State, 788 S.W.2d 1,16 (Tex. Cr.App. 1989), cert
Ventura v. State, 801 S.W.2d 225,226 (Tex. App. - San
denied, 111 S.Ct. 371 (1990); Quin, 608 S.W.2d at 938;
Antonio 1990, no pet.)(citing Barney v. State, 698 S.W.2d
Moore, 836 S.W.2d at 2M); Ventiira,801 S.W.2d at 227.
114,126 (Tex. Cr.App. 1985)).
109 Ventara,801 S.W.2d at 228.
801 S.W.2d 225 (Tex. App. -Sari Antonio 1990, no pet.).
110 Moore, 836 S.W.2d at 261.
Id. at 227.
111 See, e.g., Wunneburger v. State, 844 S.W.2d 864, 86&69
Id.
(Tex.App. -Amarillo 1992,pet.ref'd)[courtdid not abuse
its
discretion in refusing to appoint an expert who would
Id.
tastify as to what particular punishmenta defendant should
Id. (citing TEX.RULES APP. PRO. Rule 52(b)).
receive).
See, e.g., RobeHs v. State, 923 S.W.2d 141,146 (Tex. App. 112 Ake, 470 US. at 83 (defendant does not have a right to
-Texarkana 1996, pet. ref'd); Moore v. State, 836 S.W.2d
receive funds to hire his own expert).*
255,261 flex. App. -Texarkana 1992, pet. ref'd).
836 S.W.2d 255 (Tex. App. -Texarkana 1992, pet. ref'd).

100 Id. at 257.
101 Id. at 260
102 Id. at 260-61.
103 Id. at 261.
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Old Chief v. Old Grandad:

te t o the enhancements?

his prior felony conviction, alleged as an enhancement element of the government's
case, obviated the need for the government to place the name and nature of the past
conviction, assault with bodily injury, as evidence before the jury in a felon in
possession of a weapon case. In what is perhaps the first limitation on the
government's right to prove its case in any manner it sees fit, the Court held that the
offer to stipulate a prior felony conviction rendered the Old Chief's prior criminal
record subject to Federal Rule of Evidence 403's balancing test, that is whether the
specific name and nature of the prior conviction evidence was, in light of the
stipulation, suddenly more unfairly prejudicial than probative. The Court held that
the defendant had the power to force the issue with certain limitations, at least in
cases where the defendant's status is likely to produce a conviction based upon
propensity.
Other than an announcement of this ruling, this article hopes to
first posit some issues for use in Texas status cases, specifically
felony DWI cases. Sec. 49.09 of the Penal Code makes DWI a
felony if the defendant has two prior convictions fur that offense
that were committed within the previous ten year;.2 The obvious
problem to the criminal defense lawyer and his client in these
cases is to present a defense that allows a jury to evaluate the
charged offensein light of the actual facts rather than the previous

28
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DWIrecord. While ajury might well give the benefit of the doubt
to an alleged DWI first offender, such a charitable attitude
evaporates when the jury learns of the defendant's two previous
DWI convictions.
This articlealso advocates that learned defense counsel follow
the path blazed by Old Chief and to offer to stipulate to DWI
priors andlimine out thename and nature of theprior convictions
in the government's case in chief.

IL

Old Chief

A. Factml Background
In 1993, Old Chief found himself in a fight and gunshots were
exchanged. The feds took offense at Old Chief's alternate dispute
resolution tactics and charged him with being afelon in possession
of a fnearm under 18 U.S.C. Sec. 922. Having been convicted
before for assault with adeadly weapon, Old Chief was not terribly
anxious to have the jury hear about hifprevious altercation. His
lawyer felt the same way. Clearly, they were afraid the jury would
convict on the theory that Old Chief, because of his past, had the
propensity to commit crimes with firearms rather than on the
evidence that he did commit the present offense. Accordingly,
they offered to stipulate that Old Chief had been previously
convicted of a crime involving imprisonment for a tern of more
than one year. The stipulation was, ineffect, a judicial confession
to the enhancement allegations
Nevertheless, the prosecutor, not being a fool, recognized the
"probative value" of the prior conviction and piously intoned to
the judge that the government had a right to try its case in any
manner it saw fit. The trial court agreed. The jury found OldChief
guilty and he went off to do about five rodeos.
B. The Court's Analysis
In understandingtheapplicabilityof OldChiefto felony DWI's,
it is important to set forth precisely what the Supreme Conrt
majority held and didn't hold. The Court rcjected Old Chief's
argument that the conviction's nature and its title, assault with a
deadly weapon, had no relevance to the prior offense issue. The
Court held that while the nature of the prior was not in itself an
ultimate fact, it was "astep on oneevidentiaryronte to theultimate
fact, since it served to place Old Chief within a particular subclass of offenders for whom firearms possession"is outlawed by
Sec. 922?Further, its evidentiary relevance under Rule 401 was
not affectedby the availability of alternative proof methods, such
as the stipulation or admission.
The Court considered the central issue of the case to be Rule
403 and the scope and duties of a trial court nnder that rule.'
According to the Court, unfair prejudice, under the rnle, is the
capacity of evidence to "lure the fact finder into declaring guilt
on a ground differehti?om proof specificto theoffense charged.'" It
is an undue tendency to suggest a decision on an improper basis,
commonly, though not necessarily, an emotional one. The Court
also noted that propensity evidence while relevant, creates a risk
that a jury will convict for crimes other thar. that charged, or if
uncertain, punish merely because the defendant is a bad man, or
preventively, because thedefendant would probably besoon guilty
of a similar crime.
The Court prescribed its analytical method. While it was
possible for the evidence to be viewed as an idand, in isolation
"with estimates of its own probative value and unfairly prejudicial
risk the sole reference points...," the Conrt preferred a eonsideration of" the full evidentiary context of the case as the court
understands it when theruling must bemade." 6Thejndge would
thereforehave to go on and evaluatepmhativevalueandprejudice
not only forthe item ofevidencein question, but "forany actually
available substitutes as well."
Justice Sonter, writing for the majority, noted:
If alternatives were found to have substantially
the same or greater probative value but a lower
danger ofunfair prejndice, soundjudicialdiscretion

would discount the value of the item first offered
andexcludeit ifits discountedprobativevaluewere
substantially outweighed by its unfairly prejudicial
risk."'
The Court limited the effect of this balancing test by noting
that the offering party's "need for evidentiary richness and
narrativeintegrity"would often prevail over the objecting party's
proffer of an alternative.
It is beyondperadventure in statns crime cases, such as afelon
in possession of a firearm, or a DWI defendant with prior DWI
convictions, that the existence of thosepriors and their similarity
to the charged offense creates a substantial likelihood of unfair
prejudice. Further, with Sec. 922 offenses, the Government has
no need for the prior offensesexcept toplace the defendant in the
appropriate class of persons to whom Sec. 922 applies.
C. Sending the Right Smoke Signal
Logic dictated that the government's need for the evidence
should have been satisfied by the admission of Old Chief.
Nevertheless, thegovernmentresp~ndedwith afamiliarargument:
that it is entitled to prove its case by the evidence of its own
choice that a defendant may not stipulate his way out of the full
evidentiary effect of the evidence. The Conrt fully accepted this
argument recognizing that evidence has force beyond any linear
reasoning and the full narrative effect of that evidence is entitled
to he given its due weight. Further, jurors have an expectation
about what proper proof should he; if those expctations remain
unfulfilled, they might well acquit if those expectations are not
met.
The Court held, however, that the need for evidentiary depth
has no application where the point in issue is the defendant's
status which is dependent on a legal judgment rendered wholly
independent of the later criminal event. The choice there is not
between evidentiary richness and abstraction hut between
abstractions of varying effect, either ajudgment of conviction or
an admission that the defendant has the appropriate legal status.
"The issue of substituting one statement for the other normally
arises only when therecord of conviction would not be admissible
forany purpose heyondproving status, so that excluding it would
not deprive the prosecution of evidence with multiple utility...."8
There was simply no cognizable difference between the
evidentiary significance of the admission and the documentary
record.

III.What does this mean in Texas?
Ohviously there are distinctions between the Texas practice of
proving felony DWl's and other status crimes. It would he too
easy, however, to race into conrt in afelony DWIcase offering to
stipulate to the prior two DWI's relying solely on the languageof
Old Chief about "status crimes," Rule 403, and the like without
first pausing to consider the pratfalls of such an a p p r ~ a c h . ~
With this caveat, we will focus first on Texas and federal rule
similarities to he used as the basis for answering questions based
upon their differences. It should be noted that the Court of
Criminal Appeals has held that where both the federal and state
versions of the rnle are the same, Texas intended to adopt not
only thelangnage but also the federal conrt interpretations of the
rule.1oIt is thus, clear that the Supreme Court's interpretation of
Rule 403 in OM Chief is entitled to great weight in Texas cases.
L i e Oldchief s Sec 922, Sec. 49.07'srequirement of two prior
V O L . 26 NO. 6 JULYIAUGUST 9 7
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DWI convictions is a jurisdictional fact; though an essential
element of the offense of felony DWI, the priors create a status
crime that sheds no light on the facts of the criminal event at
trial. They exist, as with all status offenses, for no other purpose
except to conferjurisdiction on thedistrict court." Thus, it would
seem that the Old Chiefreasoning would apply.
Felonystipulationsin Texas, however, involve more than merely
admitting to the truth of certain facts. Stipulations must he in
writing and signed by both parties and approved by the court.
How then could one possibly force one's opponent to enter into
sucha stipulation?The answer lies in a severe penalty for failure
to do so. One has to remember that Rule 403, under the Old Chief
reasoning, is a rule of exclusion; the trial court may exclude
evidence if its probative value is outweighed by its prejudicial
impact.
Under Old ChieJ part of that weighing process is the availability
of alternative methods of proof that do not disrupt the narrative
flow and evidentiary force of the prosecutions' case. If the State
refuses to stipulate where there is a danger of unfair prejudice,
then the evidence of prior convictions must he excluded because
their probative value is greatly outweighed by their prejudicial
impact. In other words, thelegal issue is not that the government
won't stipulate; itis that the prejudicialevidencemustbeexcluded
on grounds of prejudice because the state won't stipulate.
But what is it that one must stipulate to? In Old Chief, the
defendant offered to stipulate that he had heen convicted of a
crime that carried a term of imprisonment for greater than one
year. Such a stipulation might he effective in a Chapter 46
prosecutionfor thestate version of felonin possessionof afnearm
but would not satisfy the government's evidentiary needsin either
DWI's or theft cases.
Again the answer to this deficiency is that the proffered
stipulation goes to the trial court's jurisdiction, no: any other fact
in issues. Judicial admissions have long been given conclusive
effect.12Stipulationshave the sameeffect; noproof need be offered
on the matter. The stipulation can be taken up in advance of trial
and jurisdictional element satisfied without reference to proof at
trial.
But, the skeptic still asks, is this not in effect an agreement to
conferjurisdictionon acourt, aprocedure generally notpermitted?
The answer most judicious, "Yes and no." Clearly parties cannot
agree to confer jurisdiction. But precisely how is jurisdiction
conferred? Since 1985,jurisdiction is conferred in adistrict court
merely by the present of an indictment; defective indictments no
longer deprive the courts of jurisdiction. The failure to object to
' ~ the court has jurisdiction
such defects waives the ~ l a i m .Thus,
once the indictment alleging, for example, a felony DWI, is
returned. Entering a stipulation to the jurisdictional facts has the
same effect as not objecting to adefect in the charging instrument;
jurisdiction is still established.
But what about subject matter jurisdiction? The Court of
Criminal Appeals has already held that subjectmatterjurisdiction
must also be raised in the trial court or waived.14 The State can
fail to prove jurisdictional facts and still obtain its conviction
ilbsent an objection; in the face of such holdings,it is clear that a
stipulation will also suffice.
But the siren sons of the skeotic continues. What about the
defendant'splea of not guilty? If he does not enter his plea to the
indictment, and all of its allegations, are not ihe issues not fully
joined? Again, such a failure does not deprive the court of

-
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jurisdiction unless onemakes anissue of it. Appellate courts must
presume that the issues were properly joined unless the issue is
raised in the trial court.15If a party stipulates to the elements of
theindictment that go to jurisdiction only and agrees on therecord
that any issue relating to failure to adequately join on those issues
is expressly waived, then Art. 44.24 is satisfied.
Finally, there is the issue of a jury finding on the jurisdictional
facts. Where one has gone through trial, successfully avoiding
the issue of mentioning the prior DWI allegations in the
indictment, avoiding the mention of the priors during the
presentation of the evidence, and is then confronted with an
obstinate judge that insists that the jury make a finding to
jurisdictional facts and asks how can they so find without an
instruction that informs them of the stipulation and its contents,
thereis no reason now for defensecounsel to give up the hunt for
the Great White Buffalo of fairness.
Clearly, it is now well established that the omission of an
element of an offense in the jury charge does not give rise to
reversible error absent egregious harm.16 One cannot possibly
meet that standard if counsel has throughout trial entered into
stipulations, and agreed on the record not to submit such
instructions in order to avoid the consequences of informing the
jury of precisely that evidence. Thus, omissions are not in and of
themselves fatal to the state's case.
But isn't a jury finding on the issue mandated? In Powell v
State, a capitalmurder case, the State failed to submit a jury issue
on deliberateness to the jury, at the defendant's request, and the
Conrtof CriminalAppeals, neverthelessreversed theconviction."
In that case, however, the question was not merely whether the
absence of a jury finding mandated reversal but whether the
effective d a b of a statute was an issue that could be waived.
There, the defendant wanted to submit jury issues under Art.
37.071, as that statute exists today. That statute, however, had
not gone into effect at the time of the defendant's trial. The court
held that the effective dates of statutes are absolute, independent
of the litigant's wishes. Thus, the defendant there was sentenced
under a statutory scheme that did not exist. Accordingly, theissue
in Powell was not, the absence of a jury finding on a certain issue
but the litigants' agreement to be tried under a certain procedure
that did not yet exist.

IV. Conclusion
It seems clear that Old Chief has substantially altered the power
of defense litigants in felony DWI prosecutions. No longer does
the State have the absolute right to dictate the course and
presentation of evidence. While this newfound power of criminal
defense litigants is not without some stringent limitations and is
probably limited only to the type of jurisdictional facts at issue
in felony DWIs and thelike, it represents asignificant step forward
in leveling the playing field in status type crime prosecution.
Counsel would do well to follow Old Chief's lead.
I

Old Chief v. US, 117 SCt. 644 (1997).

2

Sec. 49.09, V.T.C.A., Peual Code. Theft has asimilar provision. Sec. 3103(e)(4)(D), V.T.C.A., Penal Code. A felon
cannot oossess a tirearm at his home within five vears of his
parolerelease and can neverpossess oncaway from his home.
Sec. 46.04, V.T.C.A., Penal Code. One should note that this
offense used to require as an element that the prior felony
involve an act of violence. That element was deleted in 1993.

it be determined that it is invalid, counsel should of course
attack it.

Fed.R.Evid. 403. Rule 403 authorizes the exclusion of
evidence when its probativevalueis substantially outweighed 10 Campbell State, 718 S.W.2d 712 (Tex.Crim.App. 1986).
by the danger of unfair prejudice, confwion of the issues,
11 Addington v. State, 730 S.W.2d 788 (Tex.App. - Texarkana,
etc. This case addresses unfair prejudice only.
1987 pdr ref'd).
12 Davison v. State, 510 S.W.2d 316 (Tex.Crim.App. 1974);
Ckaney v. State, 494 S.W.2d 813 (Tex.Crim.App. 1973).

117 S.Ct. At 651. This is where the Court departs from the 13 Art. 5, See. 12(b), Texas Constitution; Studer v. State, 799
S.W2d 263 (Tex.Crim.App. 1990). See also Dix andDawson,
type of analysis required by the Court of Criminal Appeals
in Montgomery v. State, 810 S.W.2d 372 (Tex.Crim.App.
Criminal Practice and Procedure, Texas Practice, Vols 40-43.
1991). As noted below, because the Court of Criminal
14 DeDonato v. Stare, 819 S.W.2d 164 (Tex.Crim.App. 1991),
Appeals has adopted the jurisprudence of the federal rules
citing Studerv. Stare, 799 S.W.2d263 (Tex.Crim.App. 1990).
where the language of the rule is identical to the State rule,
15 Art. 44.24 V.A.C.C.P.; Warren v. State, 693 S.W.2d 414
this may now be the appropriate standard.
(Tex.Crim.App. 1985).
16 Almanza v. State, 686 S.W.2.d 157 (Tex.Crim App. 1984).

It is ethically and professionallyrequired that defense counsel
examine the validity of aprior conviction, especially before
recommendingto the client a stipulation to its merit. Should

17 Powell v. State, 897 S.W.2d 307 (Tex.Crim.App. 1994).*

CAUSE NO.
STATE OF TEXAS

8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

VS.

8

-JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OLD CROW

8

HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

DEFENDANT'S OFFER T O STIPULATE THE VALIDITY
O F HIS TWO PRIOR CONVICIIIONS AS ALLEGED
IN THE PRESENT INDICTMENT AND MOTION IN LIMINE
TO PRECLUDE THE GOVERNMENT FROM MENTIONING AND/OR
REFERRING TO THE NAME @WI) AND/OR NATURE
flNTOXICATION OFFENSE) O F THE PRIOR CONVICTIONS
TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
COMES NOW the Defendant in the abovestyled and numbered cause, by and through his undersigned counsel, and offers
to stipulate to the validity of theindictments, two enhancement paragraphs and thereafter, requests this Honorable Court to preclude
the government from mentioning or referring to the name (DWI) andlor nature (intoxication) of the prior convictions. In support
hereof, the Defendant would show:
I.
The Defendant is charged by indictment with the offense of felony DWI. (Acopy is attached hereto). In pertinent part, the
indictment alleges two enhancement paragraphs, which provide that he was convicted:
of a felony DWI on August 4, 1987, in the 179*District Court of Harris County in Cause No. 476087;
of a misdemeanor DWI on October 7, 1986, in Harris County Criminal Court atLaw No. 3 in Cause No. 915229.
11.
The Defendant agrees to stipulate andlor judicially confess in writing to the validity and/or truth of the two aforementioned
enhancement paragraphs as they appear in the indictment. The proposed stipulation is attached hereto.

111.
The stipulation by the Defendant is an affirmative waiver to any jurisdictionaldefect and claims in the indictment and in the
two alleged prior convictions.
IV.
After stipulation to the priors, the State's mentioning of or referring to the name and nature of prior DWI convictions would
cause extreme prejudice and unfairness to the Defendant. The probative value of any other type evidence in ~egardto the alleged
prior convictions would be outweighed by the risk of prejudice, See, R. 403, Tex.R.Crh.Evid., and would violate due process/due
m r s e of law under both the constitutions of the United States and Texas. Old Chief v. United States, -US.
-117 S.Ct. 644 (1997).
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PRAYER

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, the Defendant respectfullyrequests this HonorableCourt grantthismotionin
liiine in light of theDefendant's proffered stipulation.
Respectfully Submitted,
Attorney for Defendant,
OLD CROW
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE;
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing motion has been delivered to the Assistant District
Attorney presently assigned to this case on this the -day of
,199-.

CAUSE NO.
STATE OF TEXAS

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

VS.

J U D I C I A L DISTRICT

OLD CROW

HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

ORDER
On this day came on to be considered Defendant's Offer to Stipulate the Validity of his two Prior Convictions as Alleged in
the Present Indictment and Motion in Limine to Preclude the Government Prom Mentioning or Referring to the Name @WI) and/or
Nature (Intoxication Offense)of his Prior Convictions, and the Coua after hearing same it is hereby:
GRANTED
DENIED.
SIGNED and ENTERED this -day of
,199-.

JUDGE PRESIDING

Mike Chadton is a 1979 graduate of Texas Tech University School of Law and a 1974 graduate of West
Texas State University where he earned a B.S. in History and English. Mike has been Board Certified in
Criminal Law since 1984. He is a member of the State Bar of Texas, Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers
Association and is on the Board of Directors of the Hams County Criminal Lawyers Association.

J. Gary Trichter is a partner in the firm of Trichter & De La Garza in Houston, Texas. In practice for
17 years, he is co-author of the two-volume treatise entitled Texas Drurrk Driving Law (3rd Edition) and is
author of numerous journal items. Gary is also on the Board of Regents for the National College for D.U.I.
Defense and the Board of Directors of the Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association.
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A Commentary on the
Proposed Appellate Rules
\

On March 20,1997, the Court of Criminal Appeals amended the Texas
Rules of Appellate Procedure, and ordered that "(t)hese amendments, with
any changes made after public comments are received, take effect September 1, 1997." The Court has received comments from members of
TCDLA regarding the proposed rules, urging changes and offering some
language of our own. The Texas Supreme Court began meeting again on
the proposed rules on August 4,1996, so they are not only subject to change,
but apparently will be changed. The judges of the Court of Criminal ApBYKeith S .
Hampton
peals may well take another review of the proposed rules before cementing them in practice. However, assuming that the Court does not modify any of its new rules,
the following review is offered for most of the important changes in appellate rules.
Rule 25.2 Criminal Cases

- UnnecessariJy Making the YoluntarinessIssue a WritMalfer

Judge Baird and Judge Overstreet wrote that this proposed ~ l"abridges
e
the substantive right to appeal" because it "denies the
right to appeal to a defendant whose notice of appeal is deficient under the proposed rule, but is sufficient under Rule 40(b)(l)," and
because the rule "ovemles Flowers v. State, 935 S.W.2d 131 (Tex.Crim.App. 1996): which permitted an appeal challenging the
voluntariness of a negotiated plea. Texas Bar Journal, p. 408 (May 1997). The plain language of the proposed and current rules are
compared:

Rule 4O(b)Appeals in Criminal Cases.

Rule 25.2 Criminal Cases,
notice.

*** (b) Form and suffmiency of

(1) *** Such notice shall be sufficient if it shows the desire of the
defendant to appeal from the judgment or other appealable order, (2)Notice is sufficient if it shows the party's desire to appeal
but if the judgment was rendered upon his plea of guilty or nolo from the judgment or other appealable order, and. if the State is
contenderepursuant toArticle 1.15, Code of CriminalProcedure, the anwllant. the notice comolies with Code of Criminal Proceand the punishment assessed does not exceed the punishment dure aaicle 44.01.
recommended by the prosecutor and agreed to by the defendant
(3) But if the appeal is from a judgment rendered on the
defendant's pleaofguiltyor nolo contendereunderCode of h i the notice shall state that the trial court granted permission to nal Procedure article 1.15, and the punishment assessed did not
appeal or shall specify that those matters were raised by written exceed the punishment recommended by the prosecutor and
agreed to by the defendant, the notice must:
motion and ruled on before trial.***

(A) specify that the appeal is for a jurisdictional defect;
(El) specify that thesubstance of the appeal was raised by written motion and ruled on before trial; or
(C) state that the trial court granted permission to appeal.

The removal of Rule 40(b)(l)'s limitation to jurisdictional errors, combined with the title of the new section as "Form and
Suffifiency of Notice" might lead one to conclude that the Court has turned away from hypertechnicality against appellants and
even expanded the authority of appellate courts to take a peak at what is happening to defendants at the trial court level. "Surely,"
someone from another state or continent might remark, "the Court does not intend to elevate what the Court itself calls 'form' over
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what the Court also calls the 'substantive right to appeal."' But then one reads the "Note and Comments" to this proposed mle:
In felony cases in which the defendantwaived trial by jury,pleadedguilLy or nolo contendere, and received apunishment that did not exceed what
the defendant agreed to in a plea bargain, therule is amended to make clear that renardless of when the alleged error occurred.. an ameal must be
based on a jurisdictional defect or a written motion ntled on before trial, or be withthe
of the trial court.

..

By judicial decree, the Court simply annihilates Flowersv. State, 935S.WZdl31 (Tex.Crim.App.1996), whichpermitted appellate
courts to review thevoluntariness of a defendant's guilty pleain felony cases where it was anissue. This leaves the issue one for writ
applications -which seems a rather circuitous way of addressing the problem of involuntary pleas.
Judges Baird and Overstreet have already cogently pointed out the constitutional problems with this proposed rule. It might be
added that despite all the cases saying that appellaterights are purely a statutory matter, this state's constitutionspecifically provides
for appellate review and continues to demand that "(afll courts shall be open, and every person for an injury done him, in his lands,
goods, person or reputation, shall have remedy by due course of law." These provisions are an awful lot for a constitution to say if
the creators did not intend to ensure that Texans have a right to have the government's actions against them reviewed. This may be
a time when both thelegislative and judicial branches are barricading appellatecourts from involuntary guilty pleas, but it may well
be that our own Texas Constitution tells legislators and judges alike to not only stop slamming doors in defendants' faces, but to greet
appellants with the same hospitality courts display when the appellatevisitor is the government. However, this position has not been
asserted of late in the Court of Criminal Appeals, and, if this new Court turns out to be more political than judicial, a constitutional
right to appeal has little chance of vindication.
Rule 44.2: Will Most of Our Rights Be Deemed "Insubstantial"?
Rule 44.2 replaces Rule Xl(b)(2) in a very significant way: it adopts the federal rule 52 verbatim. The Court points out the major
changes in its commentary:
Fonner Rules 80(d), 81 and 83 are merged. The reversible error standard in subdivision 44.1 is amended to omit the reference to an action
"reasonably calculated to cause" an improperjudgment, but no substantive change is intended. Paragraph44,2(a)is amended to limit its standard
of review to constitutional ermrs that are subject to harmless error review. Paragraph 44.2(b) is new and is taken from Federal Rule of Criminal
Procedure 52(a) without substantivechange. Paragraph 44.2(c) is formerRule80(d) without substantive change. Subdivision443is amended to
delete the referenceto defects of "substance"and to delete the provisions regarding the late filing of the record.
Professor George Dix has already criticized the adoption in detail in the Texas Lawyer. Judges Baird and Overstreet in a masterpiece of brevity offered this statement regarding this proposed rule:
The rule (Rule 81(b)(2))provides redress i n criminal appeals. Redress is obviously an integral part of the substantive right to appeal. Without
redress, the right to appeal is meaningless and appellate opinions are merely advisory. The -proposed
Rule 40(b)(l) appears
to abridge or modify
..
the right to which a defendant is currently entitled under Rule 81(b)(2).
Additionally, we question the wisdom of abandoning Rule 81(b)(2), and 11 years ofjurisprudence interpreting that rule, to adopt the federal rule
when our state court judges have little or no federal experience and the federal circniu have contrary beliefs on how the federal rule should be
interpreted and applied.

Texas Bar Journal, p. 409 (May 1997). If this rule stands, then prepare for endless skirmishes about the meaning of "substantial
rights." The proposed rule is compared with present rule 81(b)(2):

Rule 81@)(2) Criminal Cases.

If the appellate record in a criminal case reveals error in the
proceedings below, the appellate court shall reverse thejudgment
under review, unless the appellate court determines beyond a
reassonable doubt that the error made no contribution to the conviction or to the punishment.

44.2 Reversible E r m r i n Criminal Cases.
(a) Conrtitutional e r m : If the appellate record in a criminal
case reveals constitutional error that is subject to hanuless error
review, the court of appeals must reverse a judgment of conviction or~unishmentunless the court determines beyond a reasonable doubt that the error did not contribute to the conviction or
punishment.
(b) Other errors. Any other error, defect, irregularity, o r
variance that doesnot affectsubstantial rights must be disregarded.

Proving the Significance of Events No One Can Recall Under New Rule 34.60
An appellant ' h a y be (former rule said "is") entitled to a new trial" if a portion of the reporter's record was lost or destroyed
(without the appellant's fault, of course), and that portion was "significant," "necessary to the appeal's resolution," and the parties
cannot agree on a complete reporter's record. What must an appellant do if no one can remember exactly what happened during a

recorded but subsequently lost or destroyedportion of the trialproceedings? Wing it? It won't do any good because an appellant will
not be able to prove that he was harmed or that themissing piece was significant or necessary in such circumstances. Court reportem
who habitually lose records may be able to breathe a sigh of relief after this Rule goes into effect. If the Rule is read 10 preclude
reversals where arecord of unknown import is destroyed or missing, then we can only hope that the missing part was not really very
important after all - whatever it was.
Appellants must me "Docketing Statements" Upon Perfecting a n Appeal
New Rule 323 requires appellants to file e "docketing statement" which must include the following information:

J appellant's name;
J appellant's counsel'8 name, address, telephone and fax numbers, and Bar card ID
number;

J whether the counsel is appointed or retained,
J the date the notice of appeal was filed or mailed:
J the trial court's name and county,and the name of the judge who tried the case;
J the date the trial court imposed or suspended sentence in open court, or the date the
judgment or o d e r appealed from was signed;

J the date of filing any motion for new trial, motion in arrest of judgment, or any
other filing that affects the time for perfecting the appeal;

J the offense charged and the date of the offense;
J the defendant's plea;
J whether the trial was jury or nonjury;
J the punishment assessed;

J whether the appeal is from a prelrial order;
J whether the appeal involves the validity of a statute, ordinance, or rule;

J whether a reporter's record has been or will berequested, and whether the trial was
electronically recorded;

J the name of the court reporter;
J the dates of filing of any motion and affidavit of indigence, and the dates of any
hearing, order; whether the motion was granted or denied: andany other information the appellate court requires.

The docketing statement is for administrative purposes and does not affect the appellate court's jurisdiction

New Page Limits
There is now a 25-page limit for Reply Briefs (Rule 38.4). and 50 pages for other appellate briefs (Rule 38.4). Petitions for
Discretionary Review can't exceed 15 pages, and its reply may not be longer than 8 pages - excluding the table of contents, the
index of authorities, the statement regarding oral argument, the statement of the case, the statement of procedural history, and the
appendix (Rule 68.5). The State now has 30 days, instead of just 25, to file its brief as the appellee (Rule 38.6(c)). There is also a
125-page limit in capital cases for briefs (Rule 71.3).

New Rule 38 -Federalizing SfafeBriefs
Under the proposed rule governing "Requisites of Briefs," Appellants are free to either concisely present issues or points of error,
and every "subsidiary question that is fairly included" will be addressed by the appellate courts. Briefs must also include a "Statement of Facts" and "Summary of the Argument" (Rule 38.1Q & (g)):
(f') Stafement offa&. The brief must state concisely and without argument the facts pertinent to the issues or points pre-

sented. In a civil oase, the court will accept as true the facts stated unless another party contradicts them. The statement
must be supported by record references.
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(g) Summary of the argument. The brief must contain a succinct, clear, andaccuratestatementof the arguments made in the

body of the brief. This summary must not merely repeat the issues or points presented for review.
The former "Preliminary Statement" is now "Statement of the Case" (Rule 38.l(d)). Rule 38.l(i)(l) requires an appendix with a
copy of:
(A) the trial court's judgment or nther appealable order from which relief is sought;
(B) the jury charge and verdict, if any, or the trial court's findings of fact and conclusions of law, if any;
and

(C) the text of any rule, regulation, ordinance, statute, constitutional provision, or other law on which the argument is based,
and the text of any contract or nther document that is central to the argument.
(j2) Optional contents. The appendix may contain any other item pertinent to the issues or points presented for review,
including copies or excerpts of relevant court opinions, laws, documents on which the suit was based, pleadings, excerpts
from the reporter's record, and similafmaterial. Items should not beincluded in the appendix to attempt to avoid the page
limits for the brief.
Reply briefs are also specifically recognized (Rule 38.3). Proposed Rule 38.5 provides for an appendix in cases recorded eleetronically in the trial court. Briefs and PDR's can have printing on both sides of the paper, but be bound "so that it will lie flat when
open." Margins mnst be at least one inch on all sides (Rule 9.4). Also, briefs and PDR's mnst have 'Vurable front and back covers
whichmust not be plastic or be red, black, or dark blue!' So beprofessional, and bind your documents in either "passionatepurple."
"fantastic fuschia," of perhaps "psychedelic pink."
"The Courthouse was Closed"and "I Never Got Notice" Provisions
Rule 4.l(b) provides:
ClerkS 0% closedor inaccessible. If theactto be doneis filing a document, and if the clerk's office where the document is to befiledis closed
or inaccessible during regular h o w on thelast day for filing the document, the period for filing the document extends to the end of the next day
when the clerk's office is open and accessible, The closing or inaccessibility of the clerk's office may he proved by a certificate of the clerk or
counsel, by a party's affidavit, or by other s8tisfacfmy proof, and may be controverted in thesame manner.

Proposed Rule 4.5 clarifies the rights and duties of those who never got notice of the appellatecourt's opinion until it was too late.
The party who "did not-until after the time expired for filing the document-either receive notice of the judgment from the clerk
or acquire actual knowledge of the rendition of the judgment" can move for additional time to file amotion for rehearing or petition
for discretionary review. The "'Motion for Additional Time" must state the earliest date when the party got notice of the judgment,
and must be filed"within 15days of that date bntin no event more than 90 days after the date of the judgment." The motion "mnst"
be granted if thecourt finds that themotion for additional time was timely filed and the party did not get notice of the judgment, and
the time for tiling the motion for rehearing nr petition for discretionaryreviewwill begin to run on the date when the court grants the
motion.
Motions to Extend Time
All motion to extend time, other than metaphysically, must state the deadline, how much additional time is needed, the number of
previous extensions, and why more time is needed (Rule 10.5). Because the duty to get the statement of facts (now "reporter's
record") is no longer on the appellant (Rule 35.4@)), it may now be up to the court reporters to file those motions for additional time
for filing the record. The exception to this rule is a 'Tviotion to ExtendTimefor Filing a Notice ofAppeal" which, in addition to the
other requirements, must also identify the trial court case number and style, and state the date of the trial court's judgment or
appealable order.

New Burdens For Court Reporters
Court reporters must make a record of voir dire and closing argument unless excused by the judge (Rule 13.l(a)) (former Rule 11
required it only when the attorney requested it). Proposed Rule 35.4(b) puts the burden on the court reporter to file the statement of
facts (now "reporter's record") ($a notice of appeal was filed, (2) appellant has requested therecord and (3) the fee, if any, has
been taken care of.

if
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Preservation Rule Rewritten, Slightly
Rule 33 is compared with the present rule on preservation of appellate complaints, with new language about "implicit" rulings:

Rule 52. Preservation of Appellate Complaints

Rule 33. Preservation of appeuate complaints

(a) General Rule. In order topreserve a complaiut for appellate
review, a party must have presented to the trial court a timely
request, objection or motion, stating the specific grounds for the
ling he desired the court to make if h e specific grounds were
not apparent from the context. It is also necessary for the complaining part to obtain a&g
upon the party's request, objection or motion. If the trial judge refuses to rule, au objection to
the court's refusal to ruleis sufficient to preserve the complaint.
It is not necessary to formally except to rulings or orders of the
trial court.

33.1 Preservation; How Shown.
(a] In general. As a prerequisite to presenting a complaiut for
appellate review, the record must show that:
(1) the complaint was made to the trial eourt by a timely request,
objection, or motion that:
(A) stated the grounds for the ruling that the complaining party
sought from the trial court with sufficient specificity to make
the trial court aware of the complaint, unless the' specific
grounds were apparent from the context: and
(B) complied with the requirements of the Texas Rules of Civil
or Criminal Evidence or the Texas Rules of Civil or Appellate
Procedure; and
(2) the trial court:
(A)ruled ontherequest, objection, or motion, either expressly
or implicitly; or
(B) refused to rule on therequest, objection, or motion, and the
complaining party objected to the refusal.

Offers of proof are eliminated from the appellate rules in light of Rule 103 of the Texas Rules of Evidence (Rule 33), and the
"Formal Bills of Exception" are clarified.
Everybody Gets a Copy of the Record in Capital Cases
In capital cases, the clerk prepares the transcript (now "clerk's record") in triplicate (Rule 34.5(g)), and the court reporter prepares
"two dup1icates"of thestatement of facts (now "reporter's record") (Rule34.6(h)). Thesechanges weremadeinresponse to tbenew
11.071 appellate scheme. There is now a 125-page limit in capital cases for briefs (Rule 71.3).
Some Other Important Changes
Appellate courts have 30 days after apetition for discretionaryreview is filed to reconsider opinions, but if the court issues anew
opinion, the previous one must be withdrawn (Rule 50).
Motions for Reheating may be filed by any party, not only the losing party (Rule 79)
Only justices who participated in a decision may f i e dissenting o: eoncurring opinions in the case (Rule 47.5).
Motions in the appellate courts and in the Court of Criminal Appeals don't have to be verified when the facts are within the
personal knowledge of the attorney.
Amicus Curiae briefs must disclose the source of any fee paid or to be paid for preparing the brief - something we don't have to
worry about.
"Motions for Leave" no longer have to be filed in original proceedings in the appellate courts for extraordinary matters (Rule 52),
but they still do for original proceedings in the Court of Criminal Appeals (Rule 72.1).
Sanctions now available for frivolous/misleadingpetitions for extraordinary relief filed in appellate courts (Rule 52.10). Also
note, Article 1.052 of the Code of Criminal Procedure "Signed Pleadings by Defendant" (just passed by the legislature, effective
May 21, 1997).
Appellate courts may now make provisions for electronic filing (Rule 9.l(c))
These are the new rules. They arelike a box of chocolates. Some taste good. Some don't taste so good. And a couple of them
aren't chocolates*

Death Penalty Issues:
A Committee Update
PERCENTAGE IN FAVOR OF DEATH PENALTY
DECREASES

By Cynthia Hujar Orr

.

Fewer Texans are in favor of the death oenallv than twentv Thompson, a California man, who has been on death row for 16
years ago. The percentage favoring death as appropriatepunish- years. He is scheduled for execution today, August 5, 1997. The
ment has decreased four percent to 76%. This percentage drops seven former prosecutors of Thompson expressed misgivings
to 56% if Texas had a "true life sentence" from which to choose. about his death sentence. However, Thompson is set to die by
See Poll, Criminal Justicecenter, SamHoustonStateUniversity, lethal injection today.
Dennis Longmire, Director [poll has error rate of plus or minus
Currently, there are 444 people on death row. Staff members
five percent].
at the Court of Criminal Appeals report that by April 1998, approximately 100 Texas death row inmates will have run out of
THOSE LEAVING ROW BECAUSE OF INNOCENCE HAS
remedies and will be executed. By 1999 this figure doubles to
DOUBLED
approximately 200. Among these individuals is undoubtedly
At the same time the number of death row inmates leaving another innocent soul like Aldape Guerra.
death row because their innocence has been established doubled
State Judges who are elected to office may be reluctant to resince 1993. Additionally, the Death Penalty Information Center verse death penalty convictions for fear that such an unpopular
reported in a July 21, 1997 National Law Journal article that it act may result in their removal from office in the next election.
soon expected to have definitive proof that an innocent person Further, the federal courts no longer offer safe haven for review
has been executed. No matter how staunchly pro-death penalty a of federal constitutional questions. Under the new standard for
person is, he or she is unlikely to advocate the execution of the review on federal habeas thestate court's decision may he wrong
innocent. And yet, Justice Blackman warned in a dissenting and still be upheld. Justice Blackman had damning words for
opinion heforeleaving thesupreme Courtthat death punishment this reality.
naturally carries the danger that we will wrongly kill.
TIecause I conclude that no sentence of deathmay be constilu'The pmblemis that theinevitabilityof faclual, legal, andmoral
error gives us a system that we know must w m n ~ l kill
y some defen3a&, a system that fails to deliver the fair, c&slent, and reliable sentences of death resuired by the cons~itution."CaNins v.
~ o / / i n114
s s.c~. 1127, 1i30. ~ i Uo.S. 1141 (1994) [Justice
Blackman dissenting].

Moreover, it is doubtful the Supreme Court will ever be able to
reconcile its principles of guided discretion and unguided mitigation in imposing the death penalty.
Public consideration of the speed with which executions in
Texas are occurring and of cases where innocent death row inmates have been freed should generate popular support for enactmentof a "true life sentence" penalty for capitaloffenses,funding for the non-profitTexas CapitalLitigationAssistance Project,
creation of a statewide public defender system, and modifications in Art. 11.071 Texas Code of Criminal Procedure.
The recent case of Aldape Guema illustrates the problem with
our new speedy appellate and habeas review of death penalty
cases. Mr. Guerra spent fifteen years on death row before Scott
Atlas and Defense Lawyer of the Year Stanley Schneider proved
prosecutorial misconduct and won this innocent man's freedom.
Under current procedure, Mr. Guerra would have been executed
long ago.
Mr. Guerra's case is not an isolated incident. Recently, Kevin
Green was cleared of his murder conviction by DNA testing. Mr.
Green did not receive a death sentence. However, the potential
was there. Mr. Green is opposing the execution of Thomas
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tionally imposedunderour death penalty scheme, I do not address
Callins' individual claims of error. I note, though, that the Court
has strivped
.. 'state prisoners of vinuallv. anv
. meanindul
- federal
review of the conrtitutionalily of their ircarceralion.' Hullu v.
McKellar.494 U.S.407.417. 110S.Ct. 1212. 1219. 108L.Fd.Zd
347 (1990) (Brennan. J., dissenting). Even if Caliins had a legitimate claim of constitutional error, this Court would be deaf to it
on federal habeas unless 'the state court's rejection of the constitutional challenge was so clearly invalid under then-prevailinglegal standards that the decision could not be defended by any reaionablejurist.' Id., at417-418, IIOS.Ct., at 1210. hat a&ital
defendant facingimmlnent execution is required to meet such
a standard brfok Ole Court will mmedy c;nstituliunal violations Is indefensible." Collins v. Collins. 114 S.CI. 1127. 1138.
510 U S . 1141 (1994) [Justice ~lackrnandissenting] (emphasis
added).

These dire circumstancescall upon each of us to participate in
serious efforts to prevent the politicizing and cheapening of human life. Although we are weary and unvictorious thus far, at the
very least our children will be able to say about us that we fought
the good fight.*
Cynthia Hujar Orrwas admitted in the Texas State Bar in 1988,
and has been Board-Certifed in Criminal Law since 1994. She
is an associate of Goldstein, Goldstein & Hilley in San Antonio.
A member of the Executive Committee of TCDL.4, she is chair of
the TDCLA Death Penalty Issues Committee and Assistant Feature Articles Editor.
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Course
2:00 p.m. - 2:15 p.m.2:15 p.m. - 245 p.m.

Opening Remarks and Welcome,
CYNTHIA HUJAR ORR
Investigating the Investfgation,
LARRY RAGLE

3 4 5 p.m. - 4:45 p.m.

Medical Examine6
CYRIL WECHT

4:45 p.m. - 500 p.m.

Refreshment Break

5:00 p.m. - 6:15 p.m.

The Ethics of Habeas Matters: Defense
Theories. Discovew and Discovew Abuse

JUDGE FRED BlERY
MAG. JUDGE NANCY STEIN NOWAK
YOGI McKELVEY

Direct Examination of an Expert
witness.
SCOTTATLAS
Followed bv Panel on Admissibilifv
after Llaubeft
PANEL: SCOTT ATLAS
JERALYN MERRITT
KENT SCHAFFER
DENNIS M. KLEPER
Refreshment Break.
The Web, a Weapon Against Expert
Witnesses '
DENNIS M. KLEPER
Forensic Psychiatric Evidence
lincludino sanitv. comoetencE and
iuture daigeroisness)
Or. MICHAELARAMBUUL
Lunch on your own

PRE-REGISTRATION FEE:
$250.00 members
$295.00 nonmembers
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION: 512-478-2514 (TCDLA)
512-478-7994 (CDLP)

October 16, 17 &18, 1997
San Antonio
Plaza San Antonio Hotel

DNA and Genetics Summaw
Dr. MOSES SCHANFIELD
Evidence Shaping,
KEVIN BALLARD'
Refreshment Break
DNA,
ELIZABETH JOHNSON
Tape and video analysis,
SAM GUIBERSON

Forensics Law and procedure applicable
to ll.071 and beyond
DAVID SCHULMAN
CYNTHIA HUJAR ORR
ROY GREENWOOD
RICK WETZEL
JIM MARCUS
Financing 11.071
JUDGE CHARLIE BAIRD
Issue, Spotting and Habeas,
DAVID BOTSFORD
Refreshment Break
Preparation to Cross-Emmine the E~p?rt
Witness
BARRYSCHECK
Cross examination of expert wifne~ses,
GERALD H. GOLDSTEIN

" D m H r i r l e y Golf Torn-nnment" to be held the
iriorniizg of O c t o b e r 16th.

HOTELRESERVATIONS:
Plaza San Antonio Hotel
555 S. Alamo
San Antonio, Texas 78205
210-229-1000
$155.00 single / double + taxes
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